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Movie fans who enjoy technicolor
pictures should not fail to see Marilyn
Miller in “Sally” at Park Theatre today. Gorgeous scenery, good music
and good comedy figure in this excellent picture.
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One of the dogs which has been
slaying William Small’s sheep will
1 slay no more. The dog was caught
THREE-TIMESA-WEEK
in the act yesterday and was Iput out
of existence. Its running mate is I Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
now being sought.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
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IS HOME AGAIN

THREE CENTS A COPY

STARKEY STILL AT LARGE

Volume 85................... Number 60

CONGRESSMAN WHITE HONORED

Naturalist Lermond Mingling
With His Beloved Plants Convict Who Was Serving Sentence For Jail Breaking Author of the White-Jones Act Was Principal Speaker At
and Shrubs
Quits Prison In That Manner
Laying of Keel of $8,000,000 Steamship At Quincy

I very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
Norman W. lermond, Knox Coun
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
They say tthat love laughs at lock- would be discovered, but he worked
Qu’ncy, Mass.—Congressman Wal
Free Press was established In 1855 and in ty’s foremost naturalist, is back at smiths. Be that as it may 'there i« feverishly at the «task, the saw teeth
lace II. White Jr., of Maine was one
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These his beloved Knox Arboretum sum
a convict at the State Prison (or cut into the steel bar with surpris- of the principal speakers here Satur
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

to move the fruits at our soil and our
industry.
This experience taught
the American people the need of ships
of their own. There has come in
marizing the winter’s toll on his was until Sunday morning) who | ing rapidity, and once the bar had
plants and shrubs. He was especial laughs at cell bars. His name is I been severed it was the work of but day at a celebration of the laying of these later years the consciousness
,
••• ly regretful when he found that t-he Martin Starkey and his home is in a moment no bend the bar back so the keel of the first ship made pos that a foreign ship is never a sales
♦
The virtue lies In the struggle, not *• cypress from the [Holy Land had Ellsworth
that it would no longer be an ob sible by the White-Jones merchant man of American goode, that always
the prize.—R. iM. !M lines.
— failed to survive the season and that
marine act passed by Congress, of wherever the American chip goes
Starkey broke jail down in Han struction.
The aperture thus provided was which act he is the author. The ship, there follow’s an expanded trade for
many of the evergreens had been cock County, and upon being recap
Five Miles Ncrth of Skowhegan
"scorched.” The winter was a com tured was sentenced to Thomaston very small, and though Starkey to be of 24,000 tons, and costing about our country.
paratively mild one. but hot w’eather for a period of one to two years. Next weighs 140 pounds he must have $8,000,000. is to be built by the Matson
"New England is geographically
ORDER SEATS NOW BY MAIL OR TELEPHONE
“UTTER INSIGNIFICANCE"
isolated from the rest of the United
following a sleet storm always January would have found him been greased in order to crawl Navigation Steamship Company.
Box OlUce opens daily on May 19 from 9 A. M. to j P. II.
"I take great pride and pleasure in States. She faces disadvantages in
eligible to the parole -privilege, but through iit.
J. A. Tolman Comments on Literary wreaks damage, Mr. Lermond says.
For the benefit of those who are participating in the exercises of to rail transportation of her commodi
Digest Vote and Some Other Time
The naturalist found on his ar ithe coming of spring filled him with
Season Reservations Now Being Booked
ly Matter,.
ties. The sea. however, is open to
rival home May 7 that the Japanese intense longing to be back in the not familiar with the location of the day," said Congressman White
Mail Address: Lakewood, Skowhegan, Me.
"The State of Maine and New’ Eng her. Her ports are nearer great
azalea was in full bloom, together open. So while the other convicts j break it should be stated than this
were busy with their books, writing particular window opened into a small land have always been loyal to the W’altlng markets of the world than
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Telephone: Skowhegan 434
with several other shrubs.
This summer Mr. Lermond is going home letters or listening to ithe radio I alley Way between the eastern end o>f American merchant marine,’ he con other ports of America. New Eng
Newspaper interest in the straw
Every Night (Sunday excepted)
Martin Starkey proceeded to build the East Wing and the building now tinued.
land must put her products into for
vote of tile Literary Digest is as to concentrate his efforts on raising
“For almost 50 years of time Donald eign markets. Already 2,000 of her
Ak 7.30 P. M. Standard Time
the $-5000 which will be necessary to himself a nice little hacksaw, using used as a garage which formerly
tonishing when its utter insignifi I complete the museum building. It as a blade a band of bale strapping housed the Maine State Prison tire McKay was the master shipbuilder manufacturers sell some part of their
All Seats $1.00
cance is considered. The Digest vote is now’ a one-story structure w’ith a into which he had filed some very engine. Nobody saw Martin Star- of this country and of the world. The product’ overseas. More than 700 of
key drop through the dismembered visions of his mind were fashioned by them sell from five to 50 per cent of
of May 17 is but 4,562,761 or 11.7% of flat roof, which will serve as a floor formidable teeth.
OPENING THE 30th SEASON
W-kth this device in full readiness grating, and if anybody saw him cut his hand into realities and under the their products in foreign markets. This
the
Presidential
vote
of 1928 for the second story. This roof
(36 879,414) leaving 34,316,653 or proved absolutely water tight during for action Starkey selected Sunday across the lawn direct-ly onto Main inspiration of his genius there went percentage will grow’ as we are able
“Favorites of Broadway and Maine”
88.3% of the whole number taking no the winter. The second story w’ill be morning as the time for his all-im street it hey probably took it as a mat from the shipyards of this state and to assure to the business interests of
my own, those beautiful creatures of New England permanent steamship
part in the vote. For every person 12 feet high and when the permanent portant experiment. Being the bugle- ter of course.
Dismissal of the guard quickly fol wood and sail which challenged that lines under the American flag, sail
who has voted there are about eight roof has been put on the building man of the institution, he was re
who Ignore the "contest" or laugh It will be ready to receive in proper de leased from his cell about an hour lowed the escape, it being the opinion supremacy upon the seas which Eng ing to and from the ports of the
partments the collection now’ stored ahead of the other convicts, and his ol' Warden Buker that laxity in that land has commanded since the de \ orld. These ships will be not only
to scorn!
first act W’as to remove from one of direction was responsible for the get struction of the Spanish Armada and our salesmen hut also ambassadors
MONDAY NIGHT, MAY 26
in the basement.
• • • •
which gave to our country that place of good will from England’s business
Mr. Lermond felt obliged to forego the corridor windows a pane of glass away.
Why do the news dispatches al
A Scinfillating Comedy by the inimitable Leslie Howard
Starkey is 22 years of age, stands upon the oceans which her greatness interests.
ways allude to these drifters who his Florida outing the past winter, from which he had -previously taken
The laying of the keel of this great
come into Rockland and break the and instead was constantly on duty the hard putty. Crawling through the 5 feet 7% inches, weighs 140 pounds and her interest demanded.
“Donald McKay crossed the other ship here in Massachusetts is a sig
laws as "Rockland men.” Rockland at the Museum of Comparative Zoolo aperture thus made the convict fast and has dark brown hair, which he
shore 50 years ago. This half cen nificant event. From 1921 to 1927 no
men don't do such things! We’ll take gy at Harvard College, where he ened the pane back into the corridor wears long.
The usual search was made, .and tury has Served to make clear the ship for the overseas trade was built
our share of those that really belong acted as assistant to the curator of window’ by an ingenious catch, and
here, but tack all others on to their Mollusca. Dr. William J. Klench. immediately tackled one of the -bars news of the escape was broadcast but greatness of his contribution to w’ithin the United States. Under the
the officials have not had the slight America; hut it has witnessed also impetus of recently enacted legisla
There was much cataloguing to be with his improvised hacksaw.
home town—or country!
the disappearance of the American tion we now’ have 41 established
There W’as always a chance that he est clue.
• • • •
done before the specimens secured
ship from our overseas trade; has routes from American ports. The
Wild flowers are 12 days In ad from 42 exchanges were put into the
emphasized our dependence upon the contracts for the maintenance of
vance of their average. Crabapples permanent collection. \Mr. Lermond
PRIMARY
PROBLEMS
CURLEY’S TRIBUTE
ships of foreign and competing na these routes call for the building of
are in bloss'm, horse-chestnut par aided in arranging the collections
tions; and has made clear to our 64 ships of 668,000 tons. The build
tially opened, wild cherry and blue and his work proved so valuable that
Played By
berries are in full bloom, corn am’ he received a very high compliment Boston’s Democratic Mayor All Eyes on Pennsylvania To country the humiliation and danger ing of these vessels will involve in
involved therein.
the span of three years an expendi
beans are up, peas away ahead of from Dr. Barbour and a pressing
Frances Goodrich
day—Where Will Hoover “At the outbreak of the World Wbr, ture of not less than $270,090,000 of
Would Work For White
time.
Fields and pastures are request to join the staff again next
American ships carried overseas less which more than $200,000,000 will go
Albert G. Andrews
unusually forward. Don’t be discour winter.
Democrats Land
If In Maine
than 10 per cent of the (exports and to the workmen of our country. It
But Mr. Lermond yearns for the
aged If we get a month of cold back
Beatrice Terry, Hardie Albright, Winona Shannon
imports of this country. During the will give employment to not less than
ward weather. The law of averages open spaces, and has not decided.
The
by-election
primaries,
touching
The keel for an eight million dol
war we were the victims of the folly 35.000 workmen for three years of
indicates it. We can lose 12 warm
Samuel T. Godfrey, Thurston Hall
a
string
of
issues
of
major
political
off
of our neglect of the 'American ship. time.
lar steamship was laid at 'the Fore
days and still be on schedule. But it
BAPTIST BUDGET
importance, will follow almost weekly
“New England sees in this con
all “looks good” so far.
Hirer yard in Quincy, Mass., Satur through the summer months and Sep In a few’ brief months we saw the
freight rate on a bale of cotton from struction program and in the event
Jesse A. Tolman
day
and
among
the
participants
in
tember, after Pennsylvania goes to Galveston to Liverpool rise preci of this day the revival of the ship
LAKEWOOD
Vlore Than Half of Desired
the ceremonies was Congressman the polls today.
pitously from $2.50 a bale to $50 a building Industry which once played
Community Chest Campaign June 3
Wentworth L. Hayes, Mgr.
Sum Has Already Been White, one of the authors of the Illinois, Indiana. Oregon and South lisle.
so vital a part in her Industrial and
' Be prepared.—adv.
I Dakota have done their nominating.
Jones-White bill, under which
“The f.armer of the West witnessed commercial life.
May not all our
Raised
Pennsylvania’s show—with an all the freight rate on a bushel of wheat people have faith that the old loyalty
OPENING LUNCHEON
TWO DANCES
ship Is to be built.
Mayor Curley paid a ringing tribute star cast—will furnish one of the big mount from eight cents in 1914 to 27 to the American ship which once gave
Friday, May 30
The every-member canvass of the to the work which Congressman moments of the 1930 off year. The cents in 1915 and to $1.36 before the
Monday, May 26
us maritime greatness has been re
Saturday, May 31
First Baptist Church began Sunday White had done in Washington for struggle for the Republican nomina emergency had passed. The manu
born; that w’e shall see our lost herit
Ouen daily thereafter from 7 A.
night, nnd with about half of the
tion for United States Senator and facturers and farmers of our country
the American merchant marine.
age restored, our flag again in every
M. until 8 P. M. Standard Time.
White Cotton Pickers
pledge cards returned has yielded
for
Governor
has
drawn
Into
opposi

sold
to
the
outside
world
not
those
“lam a Democrat,” he said, "but if
port, our trade expanded, new and
$5259.52. It is hoped to complete the
tion
some
of
the
most
powerful
politi

things
which
they
produced
but
only
Orchestra
closer contacts with all the world,
AT
Breakfast ,
canvass in tw’o days, but the entire I lived in Maine I would work, and I cal personalities in the Nation.
that which foreign belligerents de and a wider knowledge among all
would spend my money to keep Con
Eleven Master Musicians
week is permitted for this purpose
After Pennsylvania will come ipwa.
Luncheon
The team captains for the men are gressman White in the House. It is in the corn belt, with corn belt iswues. sired to take. All else clogged our peoples, of America, of her benefi
Spruce Head
Regular dances will be held each
Frank H. Ingraham, A. E. Brun- noo considered political ethics any The Smoot-Hawley tariff and farm piers, our warehouses ,and our rail cent purpose’s and of the glory of ber
Friday night of the season. Ad
Dinner
berg and C. iS. Beverage, and 'R. S. more to import votes, but all the same I relief are two principles that have road terminals. We were impotent institutions?"
Community Hall
mission
75c.
Perfect Cuisine and Service
Sherman has general charge. The I will lend whatever aid 1 can to been campaigning points for those
team captains for the women are ■him.” '
: v. ho seek Republican preferment. TRYING THE CHESTER
Overnight Bungalows with Baths
SPECIAL AFFAIRS
“S. & H.” ENTERTAINED
Mrs. Frances Ryder, Mrs. Abbie
' The primary is June 2.
Arrangements may be made for and Fireplaces. Advance reser
Hanscom, Mrs. Lois Cassens, Mrs.
June 3 Florida has its primary.
special luncheon, dinner, bridge vations should be made for these
Hope Brewster and Mrs. Frank M.
| June 7, North Carolina nominate**. Another New Cruiser Begins Crowds Inspected the Green
SMALLEY’S ORCH.
accommodations.
or tea parties.
Gilchrest
Elmer, with Mrs. Cassens in gen
, There will be Republican primaries in
Acceptance Tests on Rock
Stamp Store At Saturday’s
ial charge.
54-55 then57Ttf
Monumental Works j those two hitherto rock-ribbed DemoIt is desired to raise about $10,000.
i cratic States of the Solid South for
Main Street
land Course
Opening
1 the first time in recent political
Thomaston, Maine
Well, Herbert Hoover threw out
history.
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
The new’ cruiser Chester, named
The mecca of a large percentage of
the first baseball himself, instead of
; Advance indicatings have been that
Telephone Connection
for the city of Chester, Penn., and Saturday’s Main street throng was
ippointinS a commission to do it —
, the results may he meaningful in
Dallas News.
! charting the future of that much namesake of the Bath-built Chester j the new premium parlorsofthe Sperry
' discussed individual,, the Southern which made such a fine record on the ’ & Hutchinson Co. Green Discount
Democrat who voted Republican in Rockland course 20-odd years ago, Stamp distributors. A general invi
I 1928.
arrived at this port yesterday after tation W’as extended through The
If Gifford Pinchot, “Independent" noon. ready f; r the beginning of ber Courier-Gazette
with a
partial
candidate for the Republican nomina builders’ acceptance trials.
description of the store which re
tion for Governor of Pennsylvania,
The new Chester was built at sulted in a very generous attendance.
wins, his supporters see him as a Camden. N. J. by the American
The new’ store is located in the
possible Presidential candidate in Brown Bo veil Electrical Corpora New Bicknell in what was formerly
1932. The victor of the struggle be tion, -has a displacement of 10,000 the southern half of Gonia’s, and
tween iSenator (by appointment) tons, Is 600 feet long and measures makes an attractive addition to the
Joseph R. Grundy and James J. 64 feet 11
-inches on the beam. business section. The whole has been
Davis, Secretary of Labor, for the She is a sister to the -Salt Lake City redecorated and the fixtures are the
Republican nomination for Senator, and Northampton which have already Iasi word in beauty and convenience.
will be regarded in an unusually been tried on the Rockland Course.
The wall display cases are in heavy
strategic position for party domi
The Chester hag on board 550 men, plate glass and black walnut with
nance.
about one-third of them being a Navy mirror backs in all compartments. The
SHOP
Candidates for 32 Senate seats and crew, and the balance coming from floor display cases are modern open
for all those of the House must he the yard. Capt. Joseph I. Kemp of type, showing the wares to advantage.
Rockland
Limerock Street
nominated at the State primaries or, the Fore River Yard, was promptly The center is occupied by an attend
in the case of a few States, at con signed up by the New Jersey ant’s desk, also in black walnut.
N. B. We will let one-half cf our store at a very modest rent.
ventions.
builders to act as navigating officer.
The rear is marked off with a
Among the Democrats Pat Harrison The builders are represented by graceful bronze rail and here are
of Mississippi,, (Walsh of Montana. Chief Engineer Torbett.
displayed many of the large premiSheppard of Texas, Carter Glass of
The Trial Board, headed by Rear umns, the cases and window carrying
Virginia Minority Leader Robinson Admiral Kettelle arrived this morn the smaller unit. Almost every
of Arkansas, Tom Heflin of Alabama, ing.
More and more the bank is thought of as a place
thing desired is to 'be found In the
and Cole Biease of South Carolina
ample stock.
are amonft those whose terms expire
Paul B. Robertson, the man behind
“DWINAL HAS CALL”
where sound advice can be had on all financial mat
next March.
the present “Green Stamps" popu
Senator Borah, chairman of the
ters. The banker keeps himself informed regarding
Foreign Relations Committee: Mc How the Congressional Cam larity was very much in evidence and
received many congratulations on the
Nary of Oregon, Norris of ’Nebraska.
paign Looks To Impartial fine store. Mr. Robertson has spent
Goff of West Virginia and Couzens
the business life of the community. He is always
GLENCOVE
four months in this section and his
of Michigan are among the Republi
Observer
genial personality has built him a
Our
Overnight
Camps,
Restaurant
and
Store
Will
cans
whose
Senate
terms
are
near
thinking about the prosperity of those who use his
large circle of friends. He finds
expiration. Idaho. Senator Borah’s
Open for the 1930 Season
One doesn’t hear so much about the Rockland the most congenial spot he
State, nominates by convention in
primary election contest in the Sec ever visited and plans to locate here
bank, because his own prosperity depends on theirs.
August.
lie
Is
promotion
Connecticut, Delaware, New Mexico ond Congressional District, probably permanently.
because it is over-shadowed by the manager of Sperry & Hutchinson
His place as a banker brings him in touch with people
Rhode
Island
and
Utah
are
other
Offering the same complete service and catering as
Senatorial and Governorship cam and will be connected with the local
States where Senators are nominated
paigns; nevertheless a considerable store, working other districts from
heretofore
in convention.
in all walks of life. He is willing to give to all who
amount of quiet work is being done this city. He is fully appreciative of
It is a long and distinguished roll
by the three aspirants. The Bangor the many courtesies extended him by
WALTER DODGE, Prop.
that voters will call from now until
come to him the benefit of his best knowledge on the
Commercial probably correctly sum local business men and citizens. His
October.
marizes the situation in the following assistant in the local store, in charge
subject of their* investments or the use of their
editorial, which -bore the caption during his absences is Miss Dorothy
VINALHAVEN LOSES
“Dwinal Has the Call:’’
Eaton.
“Despite the accepted belief that
money.
At the Sign of “ s
successful aspirant for the seat in
North National Dank
Population Has Decreased the
-—
the House of Representatives to be YOUR FAVORITE POEM
1 35 in Past Ten Years
relinquished by Wallace White has
If I had to live my life again I would have
but one term to serve, because Maine
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
ij
Any granite center has its ups and w’ill lose a seat through re-appoint to some music at least once a week. The
Little
downs in the matter of population, ment, there is a lively contest on in loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—
and Vinalhaven, of course, is no the Second district. There are three Chai lea Darwin.
exception. The returns just received candidates for the Republican pri
ONR OWN
Book That Tells
show that the town’s population is mary nomination, -Senator Zelma M.
If I had known In the morning
1841 as compared with 1976 ten Dwinal of Camden, Donald F. Part
How wearily all the day
The Story
The words unkind
years ago. This is not a very con ridge of Norway, clerk of courts of
Would
trouble my mind
siderable drop for 10 years, but it Oxford county and Frederick P.
I said when you went away.
puts the town just 10 short of where Bonney of Rangeley, whose entry did
You will find the halnnee shown by your hank
I had been more careful, durllng.
Nor given you needless pain ;
it was jn 1870. Even at that it is a not become generally known until
book after a period of systematic savings,
But we vex "our own"
much better showing than many he filed his primary papers.
the moat imaginable. It will open to you the
With look and tone
“Mr. Bonney is putting his faith in
other Maine towns have been able
way to greater happiness and pleasure than
We might never take back again.
> make. Here are the comparative a personal canvass and secured the
you nave ever dreamed possible, l^t us
For though in the quiet evening
signatures for his primary papers by
gures:
start your book today.
You may give me the kiss of peace,
personal application. He has started
Year
Population
Yet It' might be
Camden
Vinalhaven
Rockland
to interview’ the Republican voters
1850,
1252
You can open and keep a checking
That never for me
of the district and expects to call upon
Rockport
1860,
The pain of the heart should cease.
1667
Union
Warren
and savings account in this bank by
How many go forth in the morning
1870,
many of them. It is assumed that he
1851
That never come home at night,
will be well supported in Franklin
1880,
2855
using the mail
And hearts have broken
County as will Mr. Partridge in Ox
1890.
2617
For harsh words spoken.
RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00
1854
,
1930
That sorrow can ne’er set right.
1900,
2358
ford, but Senator Dwinal seems to
have the call. Knox and Lincoln
1910,
2334
We have careful thought for the stranger
Counties are behind him, he has
1920,
1976
And smiles for the sometime guest,
But for “our own”
strong support in Sagadahoc County
1930,
1841
The
bitter tone.
• • * *
and also in Androscoggin in which he
Though we love our own the best
The town is credited with 97 farms. formerly resided. Those who are well
Ah! lip with the curve Impatient,
» • ♦ •
acquainted with the district political
Ab! brow with that look of scorn,
Maine
’Twere a cruel fate
Waldoboro’s population under the ly see no likelihood that his op
Were the night too late
new' census jis 2307, a decrease of ponents can stop the Camden
To undo the work of the morn.
119 since 1920.
aspirant.”
—Margaret Elizabeth Sangster
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The Courier-Gazette

THE SERVC1CE MAN

WHY WE CAN BOOST MAINE

Rockland. Me.. May 20. 1030.
Personally appeared Frank S. Uyddie. who
on oath declared that he la Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of May IT. 1030. there was
jirlnted a total or 6334 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.
1
Notary Public.

Maine is already one of the leading states In the diversity and
importance of its manufactured products.
Maine protects industrial investments and provides favorable
conditions for workers. It has a minimum of •'booms,” depressions
and labor troubles.
Maine’s labor, both male and female, is notably efficient and
industrious. The supply is ample for a wide expansion of industry.
Large quantities of power can be delivered to deep tidewater in
Maine cheaper than elsewhere on the Atlantic Coast. Maine has an
abundance of power at low rates. Completion of new developments
will permit still lower rates.
The cost of coal, oil and other fuel in Maine constitutes one of
the greatest handicaps to fhe development of industry.
Maine’s long coast line has good harbors from which goods may
be shipped by water routes to all American ports, on both the
Atlantic and the Pacific. Canadian railroads with terminals in
Maine give rates to Buffalo, Detroit and Chicago which compare
favorably with those from important eastern points such as Boston
and New York. Maine’s ports are the closest to Europe of any on
the Atlantic seaboard. The distance from Portland to Manila via
Suez is almost exactly the same as it is via Panama.
Neither operation of plants nor transportation is affected by
weather conditions. On an average there are but one or two days
in December when the thermometer goes beiow zero, five or six in
January, three or lour in February and one in March.
Industries dependent chiefly upon male labor and low power
rates, are among the most likely prospects lor the State’s future
development.
•

Love worketli no ill to hist neigh
bor: Therefore love is the fulfilling of
the law.—Homans 13:10.
.WHITE HAS MADE GOOD

•It was logical that Congressman
Wallace II. White, Jr., should have
been the honored guest at the Quincj
shipyard, Saturday, to participate in
the laying of the keel of the 24.000
ton ehip which the Watson Naviga
tion steamship company is to build
at a cost of <8.000.000. It is the
White-Jones marine act recently
passed by congress that makes
possible this addition to the Ameri
can merchant marine, precursor of
much similar construction which is
to regain for our country its rightful
place in the ocean carrying trade
of the world. What Congressman
White had to say on the occasion is
noted briefly in another column. A
significant thing in the connection
is the occasion it affords to draw at
tention again to the measures of real
worth with which the name of the
representative from the Maine sec
ond district is associated.
Mr.
iWliite has never been one to invite
attention to his achievements as a
public servant, but it is a source of
satisfaction to his present con
stituents, in tills time when he is a
candidate before the statewide pri
maries, that they are able to point to
so many examples of real perform
ance which have made him an out
standing figure in congress and
reflected honor as well upon the state
and district which he has so ably
represented. It is upon this record
of things well done that he is now
so strongly winning the favor of the
wider Maine constituency, who per
ceive the logic of promoting to the
upper branch of congress one who
has so signally won distinction in
the lower branch.
FOR THE SEVENTH YEAR

We are so convinced that Rock
land's experience with the Com
munity Chest Justifies its continu
ance for the seventh year, that we
shall look for no other manifestation
of public co-operation than will ap
pear in a ready giving of pledges. If
there are excuses made here and
there why one should withhold sup
port, so many are the instances of ad
mirable service presented in the prac
tical working of the Chest that its
hearty endorsement for another
season seems a foregone conclusion.

SOME WEIRD BASEBALL BATTLES
Rockland High Swamped Rockport, Vinalhaven Spanked
Camden, Lincoln Academy Took Thomaston Across
This Week's Games

Rockland 25. Rockport 1
Hatucday's game at Community
Park, was wild, weird and woolly—
almpst woozy, in fact. The home
team, which has been accused of
being hattistically bashful, performed
some wonderful stunts with the wil
low, as may he judged from the fact
that the score was 23 to 1 when the
contest ended. It may have been 26
to 1. but the point will he waived, as
Rockland can afford to be generous.
Rockland chalked up 1! hits, six
of which were for extra bases. Lead
ing in this slaughter was McNeil
Brown who made a single, double and
two triples. Only one man on the
team failed to hit safely. but he did
his bit by drawing three bases on
balls, nnd making four lof the 25
scores

The first inning furnished conclus
ive evidence that it was to be a one
sided game, but the contest became a
complete rout'when Rockland scored
10 runs in the fourth inning, and
brought the score 15 to 1.
The visitors made six hits off Rock
land's two pitchers, their solitary
score coming in the fourth inning with
a couple of walks and a pair of

THE RETORT COURTEOUS

That soft answer that turneth
say wrath Is always a delightful
ilng to listen to. In the practice of
few excel the distinguished jurist
ho fills the chief justiceship cf the
laine supreme court. It was Miss
lorence M. Hale, supervisor of rural
lucation, who has made it possible
>r the chief justice to be quoted at
is best. The occasion was a county
?achcrs' meeting in Rochester, N.
where Miss Hale in an address,
Duelling upon the quality of tact, is
uoted as saying: "One definition
f tact is not saying to others what
ou would not have them say to you.
n my opinion, William R. Pattangall
rould have been Governor of Maine,
r lUnited States senator from that
date, but for his sharp tongue.” !We
uote from a report of the incident
iade liy the Boston Herald. Later
he chief justice was interviewed at
lis Augusta home.
The reporter
rrites: "Cliicf Justice Pattangall

buckled.”
“I just read the story.” lie said.
Somebody told me about it.
1
laven't the slightest idea of what
diss Hale meant. 1 rather had the
dea that I was a kindly spoken perlon. 1 don't know Miss Hale, hut I
mow who she is.
‘•Incidentally. I never was a candilate for I'nited States senator. Of
•ourse, Miss Hale probably assumed
hat. once having attained the Gov■rnorsliip. a man would continue to
lie senatorsliip.
"1 rather felt that the reason why
was not elected Governor was that

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Congressman White Tells of
Allowance Made I hem In
Rating
Congressman White in an inter
view Saturday, explained the prefer
ence given to service men by tlie
civil service laws in appointments to
federal office.
“They give an addition ofrlO points
to the earned rating of a disabled
veteran and provide that such dis
abled veteran >hall be placed ahead
on the eligible list of veterans not
disabled or non-veterans,'’ said Con
gressman 'White.
“They -rive the veterans not dis
abled five points in addition to
earned ratings. They provide that
an appointing officer cannot pass
over a veteran on the eligible list and
appoint a man-veteran with the same
or a lower rating without making his
reason for such action a part of the
record in the case. Under the law,
the civil service commission may
waive the physical requirements of
most examinations in favor of the
disabled veteran.
“There is a provision that veterans
ai ' released from the age limitations
of the civil service Jaws. Another
provisions is that a government em
ploye entitled to this military preferis given a preference in reten
tion in office whenever reductions in
the force of any department becomes
necessary.
"Since the passage in 1919 of the
law giving veterans a preference and
i up to June. 1929. approximately
135,000 p rson.s entitled to this profcrence have h. n app inted to posi
tions in the government service. An
executive order in March. 1929. base ’

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Freeman Elwell and Mrs.
Cassie McLeod motored to New Har
bor Thursday to attend the funeral
of the late William Carter.
Mr.
Carter had made many friends here
qs he had been a frequent visitor to
Spruce Head during the past two
years.
Mrs. Gladys Simmons, Mrs. Maude
Shea and Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey at
tended the movies in Rockland Tues
day night.
1
'
Mrs. Cassie McLeod is in Warren
where she will be employed at the
home of James Robinson. t
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater and son
Walter spent the weekend on Hew
ett’s Island guests of relatives.
Mrs. Gt to Olson motored tp Rock
land Thursday with Mr. arid Mrs.
Alfred Church of that place. She
made a call on Dr. Lawr.v then went
to the home of Mrs. S. S. Waldron
whose guest she was Thursday night
and Friday.
Mrs. Cassie McLeod and Mrs. Eu
genie Godfrey were supper guests
Saturday night of Mrs. Helen Wil
son in Rockland and attended the
movies.
Mrs. Clarence Carr spent the week
end in Rockport guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Crockett.
Mrs. Marguerite Harris is giving
up the rent in the Callie Morrill house
which she has been occupying dur
ing the winter, nnd plans to leave
town about June 1.
Mrs. Fairfield Moore and Mrs.
Coroveau of Rockland were supper
guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Burke.

means <H!1 furth r appointments cf
singles. The hit which brought in Viose entitled to preference in publicthe run was made by Miller, one of office.” •
the three youthful midgets who !
figured in the Rockport lineup. He 1
EAST FRIENDSHIP
is a son of a former Rockport st ir.
Jim Miller, and promises to he fully . Mrs. M t: inn Smith and daughter
as good a man as his daddy was.
1 Mildred of East Corinth is spending
Rockport
was hopelessly out two weeks at the home of her
classed, and doubtless very much motljcr Mrs. Flora Cook.
Madeline Miller and Violet Vose
discouraged, hut it stuck plurkily to j
its gur.s. and the pony infield turned are two very proud children as they
each had the good fortune to receive
in some very creditable plays.
one of the Kodak cameras recently
Rockland sees a favorable sign in
given away by that company on its
the outcome, not because it beat an 50th anniversary.
Inferior team, hut because it beat
Mr. and Mrs.
C. P. Delano of
it so much more than Thomaston did.
Thomaston were in this place Satur
and because- it emerged so tri day visiting relatives.
umphantly fjjkm its batting slump.
Several from this place were in
Score by innings:
Rockland Saturday doing shopping.
Rockland ..... 3 0 2 10 0 2 3 3 x—23
Rockport

0 • o

i i. a n n n_ i

Base hits Rockland 19. Rockport 6
Errors. Rockland 3. Rockport 5.
Batteries. Bickmore. Hopkins and
Flanagan: K. Crockett. Starr, Gard
ner. Dunlap and Starr. Empires '
Wotton.
•

• • • «

Lincoln Academy won over Thom
aston High Saturday afternoon by
the score of 9 to 6. The locals led from
the sA,rt with the losers lighting
vainly to overconie the lead. The
score by innings:
Lincoln.
4 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 x—9
Thomaston,
1 1 9 9 1 3 0 9 9—6
Batteries. Hilton and I'sji; Walker
and Libby.
Vinalhaven High defeated Camden
High 8 to 3 in Camden Saturday.

here SundaV of r. and Mis. osepli
Baum.
Lawrence Deane of Portland spent
Sunday in town having accompanied
Stanley Snow to Rockland where he
visited friends. Stanley was driving
a handsome new roadster.
Everybody was glad to welcome Ira
Snow back home after his passing the
winter at the Sailor’s Snug Harbor.
Staten Island. N. Y., and to see how
well and happy he looks.
Master Charles Watts. Jr. who had
measles last week has made a record
recovery.
The alph Rowell place has been
rented to a family nam'd Carter from
Rockland.
The eighth grade pupils of the town
gathered Thursday at the Bassick
district schoolhouse and took the
State test to enter High School. The
results will not be announced until
several weeks later. Marion Watts.
Alton Pierce and George Harlow went
from this village.
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
there was no session at the Grammar
School because the teacher. Mrs. A.
F. Sleeper, was ill from a grippe cold.

BURKETTV1LLE

Edward Grinnell and Mrs. Ella
Grinnell were in Belfast Friday of
last week.
Marguerite Robbins has employ
ment in Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood
and son visited relatives in Waldo
boro Thursday.
,
Leola Miller lias employment in
SOUTH THOMASTON
the Central office in Washington.
A clean-up bee will be held at the
Milton Knowlton has employment Miller Cemetery Saturday forenoon.
in the Willow Streets market. Rock May 24. All persons having lots there
land.
are asked to be present, for the pur
Leroy Wiggin is working for Harry pose of clearing the yard.
1 was a Democrat in a Republican Waterman on his poultry farm at
date. At least that was jny im Waterman’s Beach and between
More difficulty than ever before in
pression.
whiles is painting his own house, taking the census Numerators cun'!
‘1 opposed Gov. Brewster and he ivory with brown trimmings.
get into the house till they prove
tppointed me to the bench, so 'I guess
Mrs. Bertha Hanley and daughter they're not dry-enforcement officers.
I didn't offend him very much. Then, Ethel from Kent's Hill were guests —Tacoma Ledger.
1 was always against Gov. Gardiner
ind he Jnade me chief justice of llie
Maine supreme court, so I feel I didn t
jffend him.
“And, in my opinion tlie office of
■hfef justice of the Maine supreme
;ourt is fully as important as that of
;he Governor of Maine, or United
States senator from this state. 1
COMMON STOCK
;uess Miss Hale must have had somr
me else in mind."
Company has turned down an offer of $50 cash a
As an examfile of the retort
share for its Common Stock, plus one share for each,
•ourteous one could scarcely expect
o encounter anything more charmin new company now being formed.

Pittsburgh Steel Foundry

THE STARRETT CASE

L rescript received by Clerk of
arts Griffin may prove the final
ipter in the famous suit brought
the late George 1W. Starrett of
amaston for damages caused when
raising of the highway grade
eed the street level far above the
rance to his store. Exceptions
d by the Inhabitants of Thomaston
over-ruled and judgment for tire*
Intiff—Emma R. Starrett, exeeu-

js (ouiul,

!

For the Bedroom

4-Piece Suite in Outfit!
This is an outfit of values, and the price is amazingly low!
All four pieces of the suite iare included and the other fine
pieces in addition—all at this
price! Note the intriguing style
originality of the full-size bed,
five-drawer chest and choice of
spacious dresser or dainty French
vanity, of select woods in walnut
color, and paneled. Also a fine
spring.

I

Wednesday—Camden at Uockland:
Thomaston at Rockport; Lincoln at
Vinalhaven
Saturday—Rockland
at
Vinal
haven: Camden at Thomaston: Lin
coln at Rockport.
* • • •

It is trying to buy $50,000 of its preferred or com
mon stock.
We suggest you write us for particulars regarding its
record and outlook.'
Stock is listed but seldom offered for sale

We offer a limited number of sares at

$32 A SHARE

SUFFOLK SECURITIES COMPANY
80 Federal Street,

Boston, Mass.

SPECIAL
ALL THIS WEEK
ON ALL WATCHES

$10 DELIVERS THIS COMPLETE OUTFIT!

BURPEE’S
381 Main Street

A FREE FOR ALL

Third Man in the Ring At
Belfast Finds Excitement
and Plenty of It
R<>< kland fight fans who saw the
scraps in Belfast Friday night came
horn-- with aching throats and sore
ribs. because they had "hollered,” and
laughed so much at the s|>ectabular
events. The sports writer of a Ban
gor newspaper thus describes the
exhibition:

There was plenty excitement tossed
in for the large gathering of boxing
fans nt Belfast Friday night when
the main event between Tiger Brown
<>f Hampden and Calvin Philbrook
was suddenly halted in the fourth
round of a scheduled »six round bout
afid called no contest. *
100 "CREDITS" will be given with
the purchase of any style or price
Watch. Prices $1.50 each.

STANLEY TOOL CHEST
CONTEST
Standing Monday, May 19, 1930

Last This
Week
5
Frank Cochran,
tAHard S. Pierce,
Charles L. Smith,
16
16
‘F. Dyer,
20
20
Clayton Yeager,
20
22
Irven Gammon,
23
23
tO. Robbins.
23
23
* Robert Crabtree,
29
29
*Weston Arey, 34
34
Everett Frohock,
39
39
Danaa C. Gurney,
42
48
Lewis Johnson,
31
49
Charles Bicknell,
54
54
Richard Anderson,
57
57
: Lucien Green, Jr.,
57
57
*Karl Rubenstein,
66
66
Maurice Racklefr,
50
76
Howard Harback,
76
76
Elmer Merrifield,
95
95
M. E. Simmons,
98
98
Wm. Ellingwood, Jr
9
99
Ralph Caven,
*102
102
:’Lirwood Aylward,
118
118
Clarence Upham,
143
143
Adelbert Philbrook,
151
171
Joseph Emery, Jr.,
65
172
Frederick Merritt,
181
181
Crosby Ludwick,
201
205
Samuel Archer,
192
243
Frederick Palmer,
340
340
Jake Smalley, Jr.,
338
381
Stanley Quinn,
438
453
Nathan Pease,
558
561
Cleveland Morey,
2068
2332
Sidney Harden,
4860
5302
These marked
(*) have not
changed for the last three count
ings and the (t) for five.
Week
5
5

Double “Credits” this week on
all Paint. Varnish and Brushes.
Special Notice—“Credits” that
were printed in any Paper or
Magazine will not be accepted aft
er today.
Contest closes 7»1ay 31 at the
clcse of business.

H. H. Crie & Co.
and

Crie Hardware Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY, MAY 24
At 1.00 P. M. consisting of Western
Horsec weighing from 1209 to 1700
pounds. Several good pairs in the
lot. Second Hand Horses of every
description.
Saddle Horses and
Ponies.

P. WARD & SON
Stock
TEL. 87

Yard Farms
YARMOUTH. ME.

“Doc ’ Gerow, Auctioneer

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Maine |

COUCH HAMMOCK
i

PARK THEATRE

AT STATE “Y” CAMP
State Leadership Training Confer
ence Will See Many Boys Present

“How to Make iStcrv-Telling Pic
tures’’ will be the subject of one of
the most interesting courses given
at the State Leadership training con
ference which is to take place the
week of June 21 to 28 at the State
“Y” Camp on Lake Cobbosseecontee.
Winthrop. The conference is open
to young men of good standing in
their communities whose ages ore
between 16 and 21.
Details of the course in pho
tography were trade public the latter
part of last week and are of interest
to many. According to A. A. Hea’.d
of Waterville who has charge of the
June conference the instructor in the
picture sti ry activities course will
»e Donald M. Chappel of the East
I man Kodak Co. who comes to Win| throp this year for the second con-

$12 50 !

Complete with spring and
Mattress
EASY PAYMENTS

“I shall.spend rpy first million years

|

..
...
. . .
' in heaven playing the piano.” savs
If you like your entertainment
spiced with tinills-aotihn-romance William Lyon Phelps. Query- Hi:’
nnd a real worthwhile story don’t ! would it 'continue to be l eave n • r
miss the opportunity to see George i what?—Minneapolis Journal.
Bancroft in “Ladle* Ixjve Brutes.” |--------------------------------------------------------which comes to the Park on Wednesday and Thursday. If you liked Bancroft in “The V.’olf of Wall Street’
and * The Mighty” you’ll like him even
more after you’ve seen him portray
w Seminary and
ing the role of an Italian skyscraper
Junior tollcgC •
king who tries to break into society. 1
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
With him are Mary Astor and Frederic
Thohough tsainjnc for
March. The story has a twist that
college and lor life. General
brings it to a thrilling and unusual
preparatory course and two
year, college work with opclimax. On the sapie program is the
prrtunitie, for individual
comedy team of (’lark and McCul
talents. Music, art, dramatlough in “All Steamed Up.” a two
ics, home economics, sten
ographic courses. Small
reel comedy that’s full of laughs.—
classes. Protective home
adv.
supervision. Gymnasium and

//tsrBROOR

outdoor sports. 100th year
Rate $1000. Catalog.
Agnes M. Safford, />»».
Box T
Portland, Maine

Community Chert Campaign June 3.
Be prepared.—adv.

Philbrook, just hack from the ama- | genitive course along the same line.
substituted tor fete His exp-rinw-n with tin* Eastman L
Whittier of Rockport and proved a company gives him a practical work- |

worthy opponent. Brown tore into j «ng knowledge which will prove very
his opponent to take the first round i valuable in a course such as he is
and with a fierce two fisted attack , teaching.
•,;;<! the former amateur in a bad way I A laboiat »;y of suitable else to acin the second. The Hampden ham- commodate
twenty
hoys simu!merer took the third round with n taneously is being constructed for
series of snapping left jribs and hard Mr. Chappel’s use . equipped with
rights to head and body. Philbrook all the essentials of a photographic |
was tough and showed plenty of dark room for developing and print
spirit. In the fourth Philbrook went ing.
Special “printers” are being |
l/etter and was taking the stanza supplied so that each group of two |
when Brown became enraged at the boys may work together in the
referee, Tom Roberts, a 200-pounder, printing work.
who Brown claimed was using him
Aside from the course in taking,
rough when breaking and who twist developing and printing photographs,
ed his arm badly and after a few hot Mr. Chappel will add instruction in
words tore into the official with both the operation of the Cine Kodak and
fists to score a half dozen ^punches. Kodascope. Instructions for the use I
Roberts came back at Brown and was of amateur movies for record and l|
mixing it when the seconds of both public purposes will also be avail
, boxers and several spectators jumped able.
into the ring to halt the unexpected
battle. Jerry Duprey, Bangor welter
HEALTHY THIRD GRADE
weight boxer of the Queen City* stable
jumped in and grabbed the referee
Twenty-four out of 35 pupils in 1
and led hhn across the ring. Walter Grade Three. Miss Madlene Rogers, I
Johnston pulled Brown off.
The
crowd roared with laughter at the teacher, are six-point children and ten !
comedy staged and nobody was mad of them have also reached the sevenexcept Brown and the referee.
point mark. The seven-point ehil- I
After tilings had cooled off Tiger dren are Winfield Benner. Marion j
wanted to continue* but his opponent
Church. Erleen
Cates, Angelina
Philbrook had left the Ting during
D'Agostino. Grant Davis. Berton
the scuffle and was dressed in his Ervin. Bernice Havener. Irma Kent. '
street clothes and the bout was
Francis Robinson and Charlotte
called off, and no contest. There was
Staples. Tlie six-point children are ,
plenty of excitement but no damage
Geneva Armata, June Burns, William
done.
House. Philip Hutchins, Raymond
Harper. Edith House, IRobie Jackson. Harold Marston. Rose Murgeta,
STRAND THEATRE
Barbara Murray, Nathan Peaslee.
One of the finest pictures seen here Isiura Sylvester. Marie Thistle and
I in a long time is “Young Man of Sylvia Webster. Thirty-three out of
Manhattan." featuring Claudette Cul- tlie 35 pupils are on tlie dental honor I
' Bert and Charles Ruggles and is play- roll.
) ing today for the last time.
For morning exercises Friday this j
Most hilarious of Edward Everett program was given: Flag salute:
Horton comedies is "Wide Open.' tlie America: 23d Psalm; song. Heavenly (
Warner Bros, and Vitaphone ail-talkr Father; poem, Tlie Children’s Hour; I
ing picture which comes to tlie poem. Spring: song. Tlie Oriole's !
Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thurs Nest; poem. I Saw a Ship A-Sailing: |
day. Fans who have laughed with harmonica solo, Winfield Renner;
him in "Tlie Hottentot.' “The Pap" poems. Tlie Arrow and the Song, A
and “The Aviator" will now have a Spring Morning and The Months;
i chance to see him in quite another harmonica solo; poem, The Robin;
! role, for lie is ihe meek and Inventive song. My Flag. The pupils of this |
bookkeeper who is the butt of the grade have received the pins which 1
manager's gruffness and the star entitle them to membership in tlie |
salesman's gaff. Strange happenings Colgate Health Club
send him home with a cold in his nose
where lie Is pursued by the iri»te
AT CAMDEN STREET
mother of the moony office girl who
loves him; by detectives and hy a
'Camden street schools, Addle R.
mysterious girl who forces her way Rogers and Ruth E. Wood, teachers.
i in. and presents herself as Ills wife. Grades, Sub Primary. 1, 2, 3, 4: FolAmus-ing and human are the incidents , lowing is a list of the seven point |
which carry the story tip to a tor- children: Russell Hewett, Theodore i
nado climax.
I Ames. Cleveland Gray, Russell Ame«, |
The piece is based on the novtM Norma Richards. Grace Richards,
“The Narrow Street’ by Edmund. Ruth Packard, Helene Carnes. JoseBateman Morris. The capable cast;j>hine (Farrington, Laura Gandage, I
includes Patsy Ruth Miller. Louise Claribel Leach, Elwood Hewett. .Six I
Fazenda, Vera Lewis. T. Roy Barnes. • point children: Charles Rave, Vernon ,
E. J- Ratcliffe, Louise Beaver, Edna Moody, Frederick Smal‘1, Francis ,
.Murphy, Frank Beal. Vincent Barrett. I Small. Clarence Yeager. Stanley ■
Lloyd Ingraham. BdbbjT (Jordon. Farnham. ArlenelMoody, Bernard Rob-r
B.BB. and many others.
“Wide erts, James Yorke, Barbara Robin- I
' Open" was directed by Archie Mayo, son, Janice Farnham, Russell Carter. i|
i The comedy includes a snappy fox- | Thursday morning the school much I
trot theme song “Nobody Cares If enjoyed a call from Uncle Fernando
, I'm Blue."—mlv
Dhillirifl;. with his violin.

REJUVENATOR

SYSTEM
Painless Treatment—Demonstra
tions at the Narragansett
These machines restore circulation and improve

health condition.

No sick person has good circula

tion.

You Are Invited To Call
For Free Demonstration
We treat infantile paralysis, arthritis, neuritis, all
forms of so-called rheumatism, obesity, constipation

and troubles caused by the foot.

The Guilford Foot Support
Gives Positive Relief
f
This support moves with every ligament and tissue

of the foot—on hardwood floors, cement or brick
walks or on rough ground.

When your heel comes

down this supports the oscalsis, when foot is down it

supports the cuneiforms, when the foot bends to fin

ish the step it supports the metatarsus and phalanges.
There are twenty-six bones in the foot below the
ankle. The Guilford Automatic Foot Support works

in unison with every one of these bones.
Give Comfort, Ease and Assistance At All Times

Room 2, Narragansett Hotel,

Rockland
•>7tr

Every-Other-Day
The auxiliary of Sons of Union
Veterans meets tomorrow evening
Grand Army ball when services
appropriate for Memorial Day will be
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 20-21—Spring Conference of Kotary conducted. There will be no supper.

TALK OF THE TOWN

International in Waterville.
May 22—Knox County Trl-diatrlct Sunday
School convention at l’ratt 'Memorial M. K.
Church, Rockland.
May 28—unity Yacht Club house
opens for season.
May 2'.' Knox County W. <’. T. U. meets
at First Baptist Church, Rockland.
June 2 Monthly meeting of City G&verninent.
June 3 Seventh annual campaign of the
Rockland Community Chest.
June 7- Knox Pomona Grange meets with
Ocean View Grange, Martinsville.
June 13-14—Convention or 41st District.
Lions International, at the Samoset.
June 11 Limerock iPomona (Grange meets
with Pleasant River Orange. Vinalhaven.
June 23 Children's (Playground opens.
June, 23- Summer train scliedule in effect.
June 24—St. John’s Day, with Claremont
Commandery as host.
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Special

Death of Well Known Rock
land Mariner Who Com

Barbara, 5-year-o'd daughter of
Alderman and Mrs. It. F. Saville.
Ocean street, whose serious illness
with measles was followed by a form
of meningitis shows a slight improve
ment.

Memorial Day Week-End
Excursion to Boston

Donald Cummings, C. Earle Lud
wick, A. M. Moody and 'Wallace E.
Spear spent the weekend at Georges
Lake.
Good kized salmon were
Caught by Messrs. Cummings and
Ludwick.

'Here is an opportunity tiV’ take that trip you have been planning
to Boston at a special low round-trip fare. Four sailing dates from
Boston and extra return time limit from Maine ports until June 4.
Reservations should be made early.

The State Y.P.C.V. convention Is to
he held in Bangor Friday. Saturday
and Sunday, at the Vniversallst
This Week’s Weather
Weather outlook for week in North Church and Dorothy Memorial. Sev
and Middle Atlantic States—Fre eral from the local organization are
quent showers the first half of the Planning to attend.
week and generally fair the latter
half; cool at the beginning of week,
Oscar S. Duncan's motor delivery
rising temperature Tuesday and truck attracted much attention when
Wednesday and somewhat cooler the towed into, town yesterday. It had
latter part of the week.
been struck by another car on the
Ash Point road and was consider
able cut up by the affair.
Mrs. Thelma Tippett of Bangor
has taken charge of the Singer .Sew
ing Machine Shop on Limerock k Mrs. Leola Noyes, councillor of the
Junior Harmony Club, express the
street.
thunks and appreciation of the club
to all those who made it possible for
There will he a special business
several of tlie members to attend the
meeting of Italph I'lmer Auxiliary,
I'.S.W.V. Wednesday evening at 7.30 music convention in Bangor Satur
day, particularly to Mrs. Edward
ill the Legion hall.
Banner who furnished a car and
jlUver.
One of the most fascinating travel
pictures ever presented at a local
John H. Brubaker, who served as I
theatre is The "Golden Pagoda" now
rst lieutenant of Battery G, prior ■
showing at the Strand.
to'-chis removal to Easton. Fenn., lias
/ece
ceived ills honorable discharge
Representatives Harry B. Brad Ironm the service.
An examining
bury and Frank M. I'lmer of Gen.
board meets in the local armory to
Berry Lodge K. of I*, are attending
night to conduct an examination for
the GVand Lodge session in Augusta. the grade of second lieutenant. All
members of the buttery are eligible
A diuphone call front .Box 35 took to take this examination.
tlie apparatus to 9 Fulton street yes
terday where a fire in the partitions
The two commissions which made
did sonic damage. Tlie house Is occu tire late John Lovejoy postmaster—
pied by Wendall Flint.
first
under President
Harrison.
March 24. 1890; and later under
Oak Grove Cabins, at Glencove will President McKinley April 26. 1898 arc
open for tlie season next Saturday. be'ng framed and will be hung in the
Walter Dodge, proprietor, is busy office of Postmaster Veazle, thanks
putting the eamps and restaurant in to the kindness of Mr. Lovejoy's
readiness for tile expected rush,.
niece, Mrs. E. D. Spear. The collec
tion will then be complete, with one
Only one more counting before the exception.
close of the Stanley tool chest con
test conducted hy H. H. Crie & Co.
Tomorrow’s baseball game at Com
and Crie Hardware Co. A complete munity Park finds Rockland facing
Mat of contestants will appear in the Camden. Coach Heal’s lads are out
present issue of this paper. There alter tlie pennant in earnest, and
are some notable gains by a few and should advance their percentage to
the final count may hold surprises.
morrow. A larger attendance of the
local fans would greatly encourage
* Tbe Parent-Teacher Association is the coach, tlie athletic council and the
planning a ball at Oakland Park team. We have an excellent school
Pavillion in late June with an all- outfit, and it has a 50-50 chance of
men committee headed by Dr. Kent. copping the pennant. Let's all give
The members of the graduating class it. a ilift.
will be honor guests. Manager Dondero is showing his fine spirit toward
Under the direction of Miss Esther
Rockland by donating the use of the Stevenson. supervisor of public
hall room.
school music, tlie operetta "Grand
mother's Garden" is to be presented
A thoroughly enjoyable hour was in the High School auditorium Fri
registered at the Forty Club yester day evening. June 6. The cast is
day with (Oscar Carroll in the speak drawn from pupils of grades 3. 4. 5 and
er’s role. Mr. Carroll wore all the 6. Other features will Include selec
trappings of the romantic old West tions hy the rhythmic bands, one
and his informal talk dealt with his group selected from the sub-primary
interesting cxi»erience there two
grades and another from tlie first and
decades ago. David R. Daris was
second grades.
admitted to membership.

Music and Dancing on Board Steamers
(GOING AND RETX’ttN’IN'G)

REDUCED ROUND TRIP FARES
From

From

Bangor
Belfast

$8.23

Camden

7.05

7.50

T ockland
Bar Harbor
Brooklin

$6.85
10.65
9.50

Correspondingly reduced fares from all other landings

Going Dates and Return Limits
Excursion tickets are good going, May 26, 27, 28, 29; good
returning, on steamers leaving Boston until
June 4, inclusive

Comfortable staterooms suitable for two persons, each way $2.30 and up
(A limited number of bedrooms)
For tickets and reservations apply Wharf Office*

EASTERN
steums hip
The Speech Readers Club meets
Thursday afternoon.

lines

SOUTH WALDOBORO

manded Six Master
Capt. Melvin Judson Marston, who
died suddenly at his home after a
short illness Thursday, was born in
Rockland, Oct. 20, 1855. his parents
being Samuel and Fannie (Rich)

Fourth Birthday Sale

Marston.

He commenced to follow the sea
when very jyoung. and in his early j
twenties was in command of the •
two-nnsted schooner, E. Arcularius
of the 1. L. Snow Co. fleet. He later ■
sailed for Cobb, Butler Co., in several
of their vessels, for Crowell & Thurlow. for Carleton, Norwood Co. and
for the France and Canada Steam
ship Co
In his younger days his trips were
coastwise, but in his later life his
voyages took him to many foreign
ports.
In January 1912, while in command
of the schooner Hattie E. Luce, he
encountered a northeast blizzard
after being out of New York 24 hours.
The mate was Host overboard the
first night out, and the following
day all spars and rigging were car
ried away, and the hull drifted on the
Atlantic for 52 days, the captain ami
crew being taken off 900 miles east of
Bermuda hy a' Norwegian tramp
steamer, which had also been blown
ofT its course.
During the World War he com
manded the six-masted schooner Ed
ward J. Lawrence, making a voyage
to the East and West coasts of Africa,
and bringing in 1918 to Boston, the
most valuable cargo of wooj, ever
brought in by a sailing vessel.
After a very active sea faring life
of over 50 years, he retired in 1920.
The immediate surviving relatives,
in addition to the wife, are a son,
Maynard L„ a daughter. Mrs. R. S.
Sherman, two granddaughters, Ruth
Marston and Dorothy Sherman, one
sister. Mrs. Carrie E. Look, all of
Rockland, and one brother, Freeman
S.. of New Yol k.
The funeral services, conducted by
Rev. J. C. MacDonald were held
Saturday afternoon at his late home.
19 Grove street. The bearers were
Capt. Courtland D. Perry Capt. El
more E. Strout, Capt. Charles It. Ma
gee and Charles iH. Morey. The in- j
torment was in the Achorn cemetery.

MEMORIAL DAY

Wreaths and Sprays
ARTIFICIAL WREATHS
AND SPRAYS
SPECIALLY PRICED

98ceach

I. E. Wallace has a new Ford tonWeather prediction for 'Northern truck, bought of the Waldoboro
New England: Clearing and warmer Garage Co.
today, preceded by showers
Fair
Mrs. Serena Winchenbach will en
Wednesday.
tertain the M. E. Lidies’ Aid Wed
nesday.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
All who are to sell poppies for the
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach enter
American Legion Auxiliary Satordav tained at bridge Thursday evening.
are asked to report at tlie Legion hail There were four tables. At midnight
Thursday at the dose of schools.
a buffet lunch was served the guests.
Mrs. Ernest Burns motored to
Mrs. Lillian Lord is substituting in W.iterville Thursday with her daugh
the local business office of the tele ter who has been with her for two
phone company while Mrs. Alice weeks.
•
Marriner is at tlie Belfast office.
Mrs. Edna Turner is driving a new
MICHAEL A. SHADIE
Ford coupe which she bought of the
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth substituted Waldoboro Garage Co.
in tlie Fniversalist Quartet Sunday
Mrs. Blanche Morse. Miss Celia and Death of Veteran Rockland
in the place of Mrs. Katherine Veazic Miss Addie Feyler were visitors Fri
Seafarer Who Had Sur
who is confined to her home by ton- day evening at Mrs. Nellie Wallace’s
silitis.
i
vived Seven Shipwrecks
Ike Collomore is at State Street
Baraca Class will have supper to Hospital, where he has had one of
The funeral services of Michael A.
morrow night at 6 o'clock at the his feet amputated.
Eight of the Eighth Grade took the Shadie were held at his late home
Methodist vestry with Mrs. >H. V.
yesterday afternoon. Rev. W. S.
Tweedie as chairman. A business High School examination Friday.
Rounds of the Congregational Church
meeting and si cial will follow.
officiating.
Sympathy
for
the
BORN
The Relief Corps meets Thursday ( B \kteK At Waldoboro. May 17, to Mr. and bereaved ones found expression in
the many beautiful floral tributes.
•Mrs. Cecil Barter, a son.
evening. There will be important
business including plans for Memo TRUE—At Hope, (May 17, to Mr. and Mrs. The bearers were S. Boynton Shadi*1,
miner L true. a daughter, Joye Wads Charles L. Shadie. Robert Coates and
rial Sunday, Memorial Day and the
worth.
Harry McNaughton. The burial was .
46 th anniversary to be observed SNOW At Collingswood,
J., May 11 to
.Tune 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney 1. Snow, a son, Alan in Achorn cemetery.
The deceasej was born in this city I
Keating.
The W.U.T.U. meets Friday after LANE- At Knox (Hospital. Rockland, (May 16, May 16. 1857. and death came on lv.s i
to Mr. and -Mrs. Lynton 0. Lane, a son.
birthday, after an illness of three
noon at 2.30, standard with Mrs. Hope
months during which all of his 10 j
Brewster. Reports of the department
MARRIED
children were at his bedside with
superintendents for the year will he
■. At '<'amilen. .'lay 2<». by the exception of his daughter. (Hive, |
given, and preparations made for the SEEI)-(;I.IPI»EN
Kev Rail'll Havdcil. Shinty Meed nt 1’rovlBath
Thnen:
Promoter Nick County convention.
deme. It. I. and iMiss Hazel iGliddeu of who is in the government service in .
From Boston to Rockland In 1
Mihalos has signed *Bud Fisher of
El Paso, Texas. His last hours were
Camden.
hour ami 20 minutes sounds like a
Rockland to meet his new fighter.
At Kent’s Ilill. Juno 13-16. will he SMALI.KY-CARTKII At Glelllliere. Mav IS. 1 greatly blessed and comforted hy
quick trip, hut that’s what Stanley
bv It . A. A. IWalali. Arthur ISmalley of j this evidence of filial devotion.
Boynton of •Lc xington. Mass., did Kid Burke at the Arcade Arena next held 1900’s thirtieth anniversary
It.aklaod and Mbs Manila Carter of Port
Mr. Shadie’s parents were John !
Saturday with a Cessna cabin mono Friday night. But Fisher has a rep ^reunion of the Century Class of that
Clyde.
plane, a beautiful machine, by tlie a, mile long in Central and Eastern . well-known educational institution. Q1 l.W-ALAJOKI At Chicago. April 17. | and Alary Shadie. He xyt-* married
Maine and is about as classy a per- j Knox County has a number of former
George Albert Quinn of Rockland and iMiss I in 1877 to Nellie E. Boynton, who |
vay. Mr. Boynton expects Jo lie
firmer as can be grabbed in these | pUpjis who are members of the class. | Lempe Alajokl of Chicago.
survives him. The 10 surviving chiloccupying his Crescent Beach cottage
localities, Fisher is the boy. whose ;
! dren are Mrs. Robert V. Coates, Cam- I
about the middle of June.
DIED
„ttles with ~
Roney Caret
- of- August
....... '.,
who wish to enter children in
den: John A. ■Shadie, Pittsburg; Mrs
are a matter of pugilistic historj’ for school for the first time next Septem- I SIMMONS At Friendship. (May 11. Albert J. Harry McNaughton, Bangor; Charles
Former Governor William T. Cobb
Simmons.
Central
Maine.
Both
are
bearcats
|
A. Shadie, Rockland: S. Boynton ;
her should call or write the superin
will he the speaker at Lions
Ml’NROE At Lincolnville Beach. May 18. j Shadie, Rockland: Herbert L. Shadie, |
tendent of schools, giving name .and
Club
luncheon
tomorrow
noon. and clever scrappers.
Adelaide M Munroe. aged 92 years, (I
address of child, birth date of child, , montlii. 2’, day*. Funeral today at 2 p. ni Camden; Mrs. A. U. Doughertv.
—The Augusta Lions Club lias
Dark Theatre is offering these at and name of parent or guardian. .
(daylight).
Camden: Mrs. C. R. Hoffman. Glens
its birthday, parly Wednesday eve
BEVERAGE Al Camden. May 18. Albina S.
ning. May 28.—.domination of officers tractions the present' week: Today, This is very important and parents , Beverage, aged 71 years, 11 months, 2’i days. i Fulls, N Y.;* iDlive F. Shadie. El |
will be another feature of the Rock Marilyn Miller in "Sally." Wednes are asked to attend to it at once.
Funeral today at 1 p. m. (daylight), from Paso, Texas; Mrs. George Tomkins,
I Atlantic, Mass.
15 Belmont avenue.
land club's meeting tomorrow. The day and Thursday. George Bancroft
The surviving members of the
The funeral services of Edward MAHONEY Al Camden. May .19. Amanda
names of two members have already it\ "Ladles Love Brutes;" Friday and
Mahoney,
aged
82
years.
Funeral
Thursday
■ family also include five grandchil
Buster Keaton in "Free , C. Clark, fvho died in St. Mary’s Hos- ;
been suggested for the presidency. Haturday,
at 9 a. m. (standard), from *>( Elm street, j dren, one great-grandchild, and two
and Easy.”
The Strand feature I pi tali, .Lewiston, yesterday after a
Burial in Searsmont.
offerings meantime are: Today, week’s illness will be held at the
I sisters, Mies Jennie SJiadie of Boston
These women will serve at the Bap
SIMd'SON At Ruekland. May 18. Jessie L
t the Rockland police force; Elenora ducted the funeral services Sunday
wife of Ellis L. Simpson, aged :kt years. 9 and Mrs. Gertrude Merrill Of 11aHOYT EMERY
tist Men’s League supper Wednesday v»roung Man of Manhattan; Wed- residence of his nephew. J. Fred
months, 21 days. Burial in 8'rieliaven.
1 yorhill Mass.
Broad street, this city.
; May McFarland of Bar Harbor, Cora afternoon.
Many old friends and
evening: Mrs. Frank Sherman, chair nesday and Thursday. Edward Hor- j KnjKi,tAt Rockland, <May 18. Walter
Fifty-nine years a seafaring man!
Hoyt Emery, who h:td been in fail Alice Richardson of Rockland, and neighbors attended, and there were
man: Mcsdanies. Margaret Gregory, ton and Patsy Ruth Miller in "Wide Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock. FOLLANSBEE
Sanford
Follansbee,
aaed
61
years.
7
One of tluj last of the old school in ing health seven months, suffering i Edna May Ross of South Thomaston. many pretty flowers. The bearers
Lucy Kent. Etta Thompson. Kathleen Open;" Friday and Saturday. "The The deceased was a native of Cam
months, 2’.* days. Funeral Wednesday at 2
Rockland who could say that he had
den and retired from business three
Of the 17 members composing Mr. were Nathaniel young, Judson Levo’clock from 668 Main street.
Marston. Fiances Ryder. Reta Robin Return of Doctor Fu Manchu."
years ago. The burial will he in MERRILL-At Rockland. May 19. John 4’. visited every port' of importance in from an incut able disease, died last Bmery’s father’s family there now ensaler, Sidney Renner, Walter Benson. JulitA Bost. Mrs. Fred Carter.
Merrill. aire<l 61 years. 8 months. 9 days. the world, who had survived seven . Thursday at hjs home on Mountain survive four sons, Izawrenee, Ray I ner, Frank A. Robbins and Luke R.
Carl Olson, who is alleged to have Camden.
Mrs. Charles Morey, Mrs. Edward
Funeral Wednesday at 10 o’clock from resi shipwrecks, and who face to face i load.
mond. Ralph and Clarence Emery; 1 Brewster. The remains were placed
Morey, Mrs. Evelyn Crockett and mixed it up pretty severely with the
dence of Dr. Frohock.
officers when they raided his place
The transfer of Spofford block to F. CLARK Lewiston, May 10, Edward C. Clark, with death had remained calm and
The deceased was a native of Mt. and three daughters, Adelle Mad- i in the. receiving tomb at Sea View
Miss Margaret Simmons.
Saturday nlfiht, was fined $250 and W. Woolworth & Co. has not been
docks, Cora Karst and Alta Hmery. | cemetery and will later he interred
a native of Camden, aired 71 years. Funeral full of faith.
Desert, coining to Rockland when he
at J. Fred Knluht's. 69 Broad street. Rock
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald con in the Robbins cemetery, Thomaston.
He sailed many years for Crowell
Tlie local' prize-speaking contest rusts for Illegal possession of Intoxi ' made but the details are rapidly heland.
Thursday
at
2
p.
m.
was
13
and
jiving
the
greater
part
I
at Rockland High School will he held cating lifiuor. and sentenced to three • ing worked out. It is stated unoffl- GRISPI At Jtockland. May 20. Samuel, In & Thurlow, the well known Boston
of his life here. His principal occu- 1
shipping
firm.
He
was
on
the
tomorrow night.
The contestants months in Jail. «e appealed, as he ! cially that the owners to he are planfant son of Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Grlspl.
......... also did from the sentence of 30 days ! ning to expend about $60000 in rei schooner Lewiston when she struck pations were those of farmer and
are Kenneth Orcutt.. Francis Fisher.
At Rockland. May 20, JBetty L
Edward Palmer. William Ripley, bn jail for assault on an officer The i modelling the structure. The Wool- DODGE
daughter of Air. and Mrs. Silas S. Dodge, ! the Brazilian const and sank almost wheelwright, but he also worked for 1
aged 2 years, 6 months, 28 days. Funeral s immediately and was aboard the
Ruth Perry. Helen deRochemont. liquor exhibited «n court yesteidav worth company will occupy the stores
Thursday at 1 o'clock from Burpee parlors. | schooner Laura Messer when that quite a long time as foreman of the
Joan Moulaison. Marion Mullen and as the fruits of the raid by Deputy formerly occupied by Burpee A- Lamb
craft was wrecked. He had passed Cobb Lime Company’s quarry.
Naomi ■Stearns. Supt. Frank D. Marshal Berry’s squad, resembled a and C. E. Daniels, reserving the other
IN MEMORIAM
To his employers he was known '
store for letting purposes.
through scenes that tried men’s souls,
Rowe of Warren and Supt. Charles pre-Volstead bar.
Iii loving memory »$f Lincoln <S. Bender
and always came back to the home as a capable workman, always loyal j
E. Lord of Camden have Iteen select
son, who died May 18, 1929.
Roger Kelloch, son of Mrs.
F.
At Penobscot View Grange Thurs
port, silent as to his own share in to their interests; to his associates 1
ed as judges, the Ihird to be an
A dear one from me has passed
Beyond the mists that hind us here.
the heroic deeds, who had breasted
nounced. A small admission fee will Studlev, has been elected president of day evening the program will consist |
MONARCH PAINT
MASURY PAINT
the Spanish Club at the University of of a biographical sketch of William’' Into the new and larger life
ocean storms and who had looked and all others he was ever kindly ,
be charged.
Of
that
serener
sphere.
Maine. At the close of the recent i ^aunf|ers. the first national master of i Oft I think I hear his footsteps
upon peril as a part of the day's and considerate.
DUCO
KYANIZE
Mr. Emery was twice married, his |
And see his loving smile.
work. He has crossed the bar. with
A meeting of tlie executive com semester the club observed the birth- tlie Grange: talk by Hans Heistad
a year has passed.
his memory beloved bv all who had first wife being Margaret Bobbins, ,
mittee of the Community Chest .day anniversary of the noted Spanish about "Trees." singing "An Anthem . ButAlthough
R. R. PAINT
in niv memories still he lives
and his second wife Hattie C. Greely. j
come in contact with him.
campaign organization was held yes author. Miguel de Cervantes, the for Arbor Day” by tlie Grange:
And will until the last.
The
latter
djied
three
weeks
ago.
,
terday afternoon at the Chamber of program including songs, poems and poems. "Tlie First Arbor Day." "The
His Wife, Lovinia Henderson
Also Enamels and Varnishes that dry in four hours
Community Chest Campaign June 3. The surviving children are Charles
Commerce and detailed plans for the public speaking. Among tlie awards Planting of the Apple-.Tree.” "What
! H. Emery, a well known member of |
IN MEMORIAM
Be prepared.—adv.
drive of June .3 were worked out. made for public speaking was that Do We Plant?" “The Heart of the
for floor and furniture
hi sad and loving memory <»f our dear
Edtvard R. Veazle Is organization of second place to Charles Tweedie. Tree" and "The Package of Seeds.”
Mrs. Katie W. Moore, who passed)
chairman and is rapidly perfecting son of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie. of by different members: and a tableau. mother.
away /May 23. 1925.
“1’ndcr the Shade of the Old Apple Mother, you did not say goodbye,
At our store you’ll find the Paint and Paper to use
details, which will follow the organi this city.
You have not gone away.
zation used successfully the past two
Tree."
We feel your presence every hour
Salmon and strawberries are on
for your special case
years.
Rev. Jesse Kenilerdinc is
Throughout each passing day.
Gen. and' Mrs. Herbert M. Lord,
general chairman of the campaign the menu at the Baptist Men's
and the preliminary canvass is well League meeting tomorrow night, and wild made a winter visit of several We see your smile, we hear your voice,.
Come In and Talk It Over
They give us strength and cheer.
the speaker. Rev. W. J. Day of Win weeks in St. Petersburg. Fla., have
underway.
as they have through all your fife,
throp. Mass., Is going to contribute for some time past been in Wash Just
Your help was ever near.
The Maine Central Railroad an "An Irish Stew." League member* ington, where they have apartments
nounces another popular coach ex will he satisfied with that menu 100 at the Woodley. Mr. and Mrs. Fred We see the light your presence sheds
We have a fine machine that sharpens your lawn
Across the River’s tide.
cursion to Portland and Boston over percent. Election of officers will lie W. Wight make their home at tlie Guiding us home to love and you —
Memorial Day from all ticket sta mother Interesting item on Hie same hotel. Following Gen. Lord s
You’ll throw tlie portals wide.
mower without taking it all apart
tions on its system. Thursday, May night's program. But the presence resignation last year as Director of
Rockland, Maine
With
helping
hand
you'll
guide
us
in.
29. Tickets to lie sold and good of the league's founder would be a the Bureau of the Budget he has
SICKLES AND SHEARS SHARPENED
Just as tlirougli life’s dark years.
going on this date only, limited to sufficient attraction if there were taken an extended rest, after tlie sus Your words, your smiles, your constant love,
Have helped have dried our tears.
tained task of his public position.
return until June i. This long ticket naught else.
Keep your lawn properly smooth with a properly
Mrs. Grace Maloney, Mrs. Ada Williams,
While his recuperation lias been Herbert
limit of 10 days should prove very
'Moore.
sharpened
lawnmower. We are equipped to proper
Rev. W S. Rounds is in Water- slow, the newspaper reports of grave
popular with patrons and tlie ma
jority take the opportunity to stay today where he will deliver an ad illness arP believed to he exag
ly sharpen power machines.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my (friends who so kindly
at destination the full time. By dress on "Rotary Fellowship" at the gerated. Nor is tlie statement that
granting to the public this 10-day Rotary State Conference. Thursday he has taken permanent residence in remembered me witli vards. flowers, fruit and
We carry the largest line of lawn mower parts in the
personal calls during my recent Illness.
limit tlie Maine Central Railroad is he will attend the Seottisli Rite con Florida eori^rt. Gen. l.ord has al
iMrs. Hattie Diekey
best equipped lawn mower shop in Eastern Maine.
extending the privilege of making vention in I’ortland and from there ways retained voting connection with
Thomaston
side trips to N'ew York. Washington goes to N’ew York where he will at hi- native city and continues to re
CARD
OF
THANKS
or other cities, allowing ample time tend tlie commencement exercises of gard Rockland a home.
We wish to thank our friends nnd neighbors
Union Theological Seminary from
for a visit or business.
tor their kindness and sympathy during the
which he graduated in 1910. This will
We read of a young wnman in illness and deatli of our daughter, Evelyn N.
Community Chest Campaign June
be his first return to his alma mater, America who appears to breathe only Upliant: also for tlie beautiful floral tributes
and the use of automobiles. ,
Be prepared.—adv.
and he is looking forward to the event twice in a minute. Her prospect of
LAWNMOWEROLOGIST
Mr. and Airs. Clarence D. Upham and
with the eagerness that all "old getting an emotional part in a film is family.
INSURANCE
Thomaston
•
An awning on the house brings grads" understand.
He will also discouraging—Punch.
600 Main Street
Rockland
Tels. 3I5W—3I5R
summer
comfort.
saves
papers, visit his son in N’ew York. There will
CARD OF THANKS
carpets, etc., from fading and adds lie no preaching services at the Con
The day has come when no candi
The family of the late Hoyt Emery wish
375 Main Street
Rockland
MACHINES CALLED FOR AND
beauty.
Prices very reasonable. gregational Church during the two date can succesfully carry water on through these columns to thank everybody
PROMPT SERVICE
,,CPn ’!n k,ni1 during their bereave
Rockland Awning Co. Tel. 12G2-W.
Sundays of his alisenee, but Sunday one shoulder and gin on the other._ 1 ",,n
men! : to those who sent flowers or extended
59-60
School will he continued as usual.
Mrs. Uharlcs II. Sabin,
their sympathy in any manner,
•

A Guarantee That Is
A Guarantee

Positively the Longest and Strongest
Contract ever offered the motoring pub
lic—18 months against all road hazards
such as blow-outs, cut, bruises, accidents

Ajax McClaren

Gold
Bond

Tires

You May Purchase Tires On Our Weekly Payment Plan

Brennan’s Service Station

Corner Broadway and Park Stree ts
TIRE QUALITY

PRICE

Rockland, Me.

SERVICE

Good Paint

Lawnmowers Sharpened
(X)nsomble”

J. A. KARL & CO.

REAL ESTATE

R. B. MAGUNE

R. U. COLLINS

Every-Other-Day
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\\fver before
a washer
with a one-piece
cast aluminum
tuh.......
ONE OF THE MANY FEATURES OF THE

N EW MAYTAG
For homes with
out electricity the
Maytag is avail
able within-built
gasoline motor.

TUNE IN
on Maytag Radio Pro
grams over N. B.C
Coast to Coast Network
MONDAY Evenings
9:00 E.S.T., 8:00C.S.TM
7:00 M.T., 6:00 P. T .
WJZ, New York}
KDKA, Pittsburgh}
KYW, Chicago; KSTP,
St. Paul; WSM, Nash
ville; WREN, Kansas
City; KOA, Denver;
KSL, Salt Lake City;
WKY, Oklahoma City;
KPRC, Houston;
KECA, Los Angeles;
KCW .Portland and 34

C T

Associated Stations

HE NEW Maytag gives you

Ta ONE-PIECE, cast-alum
inum tub, moulded in Maytag’s
million dollar aluminum foun
dry. It keeps water hot for en
tire washing... holds four gallons
more than ordinary washers.
The NEW roller water re
mover has an enclosed, positive-

action, automatic drain. The
NEW quiet, lifetime, oil-packed
drive and many other notable
new features produce new re
sults in the NEW Maytag.

T)T_I f'YKT'p

for a trial washing
1
with the NEW
Mayta" in your own home. If it
doesn’t sell itself, don’t keep it.
Divided paymentsyou'Unever miss.

THE MAYTAG COMPANY, Newton, Iowa
Founded 1893

20-5

Permanent Philadelphia Factory Branch, Maytag Building—
8513 North Broad St. Philadelphia,’Pennsylvania

S. W. HASTINGS

With Best of Results'

ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Strickland and
son Oliver of Palermo and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Parsons of North Haven
were recent gueifts of Mr. and Mrs.
Josiah Parsons.
j
Capt. Harry Lane Is spending a
few days with his family, Mechanic
street.
The schedule of meetings of the
Fred A. Norwood, TV.R.C. has been
changed to conform to daylight time.
Mrs. .Emma Torrey desires to have
the school children meet with her at
G A.R. hall Thursday afternoon im
mediately
following
school
to
practice for Memorial Day exercises.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynton O. Dine are
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a son May 16' at Knox Hos
pital.
|
|
Elmo Crozier has bought a house
at 16 Rill street, Rockland, which he
will occupy the first of June.
Remember that Wednesday is the
day of the Food Sale at the Virgil
Studley building, under the auspices
of the Ladies' Aid of the M. IE.
church.
Miss Mildred Robinson has recov
ered from her recent illness and re
turned Monday to her position at
the Knox Woolen Co.
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter, O.E.s:, will be held Tues
day evening, preceded by a picnic
supper at 6.30.
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby resumed her
teaching duties Monday morning
after an enforced vacation of two
weeks due to Illness. Mrs. Gwen
dolyn Buzzeil substituted during the
absence of Mrs. Libby.
Roy Taylor who has been occupy
ing the former Ross house on Me
chanic street has moved to Camden.
Aug. 8 has been decided upon as
the date of the annual fair of Fred
A. Norwood. W.R.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier spent
Sunday In Portland. They were ac
companied by Miss Barbara Richard
son who visited her grandmother
Mrs. J. W. Richardson.
Ray Easton and family of Rock
land are occupying the upper tene
ment of the Carlton Porter house.
Amesbury Hill.
Arrangements have been made
with Harbor Light Chapter. G.B.S..
to serve the R.H.S. alumni banquet,
the date to be announced later.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson of
West Haven. Conn., were in town
over the weekend called by the ill
ness of his mother, Mrs. E. O. Pat
terson.
Basil Turner of the yacht Paragon
at present at New London, Conn.,
was at home over the weekend.
Mrs. Elsie Quear is 111 at the home
of Mrs. Minnie Crozier.

SAUNTERINGS

McAllister drug

The Longfellow Bridge

Aug. 31. 1928
Priest Drug Company,
Bangor, Maine.
Gentlemen:—
We have sold various remedies for
stomach trouble for over 60 years
and have yet to see one which gives
better
general satisfaction
than
"Priest's Indigestion Powder.” It is
always dependable. Always as far
as our observation goes, it cures or
helps in every case when it Ls used.
Yours very truly,
McAllister Drug Co.

This day opened bright and fair,
wind about west, cloudless sky It
looked like a fine morning to saunter
to the Charles River. Cambridge. I
strolled cross lots and came out on
the Parkway opposite Longfellow
Park, where I sat down on a bench
overlooking the river and took a ret
rospective view of the scenery,
noting the changes since I went' to
live in the west end of Boston,
whence I could view the river of 1888.
I stood on the bridge at midnight.
As the clock was striking the hour.
And the moon rose over the city.
Behind the dark church tower.

co.

Calais, Maine
Box 284

Priest's Powder for Indigestion,
Sour or Sick Stomach, Car Sickness,
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
How often. O how often,
of the Stomach.
I had wished that the ebbing tide
All druggists. 50c. (1.00 and (1.50.
Would hear me away on its tiosora
The (1.50 size holds five (5) times as
O’er tiie ocean wild and wide 1
The bridge mentioned is the West much as the 50c size.
Boston (now the Longfellow) bridge,
Computing Averages
a new stone bridge taking the place I
The law of averages aims to dem
of that of the poem. The flaming
furnace and the ebbing tide are no onstrate that while the trend of
more. Since the river was dammed human affairs cannot be forecast
with certainty, It can be worked out
there has been no tide.
to a considerable extent arithme
Henry W. Longfellow died in 1882
aged 75. Tiie intervening years up to tically by arriving at averages
1888 saw very few changes in the based on statistics relating to the
'Noble Charles." It was still a tidal event
stream, flowing some half dozen miles
to Watertown where there Is a dam
Frenchmen First to Fly
The “current that came from the
The first men ever to cut loose
ocean" was still with us, “And like from the surface of Mother Earth
those water rushing among the la a successful flight, as far as his
wooden piers' was the same as: tory shows, were the Montgolfer
in the poet's day. Had I left Boston brothers, Stephen and Joseph.
in 1890 and returned in 1930, I would Frenchmen, who In 1783 startled
have been greeted by the sam« the world with the first balloon as
changes that would have greeted the cension.
poet had he returned to life.
The Charles River basin is now a
Millennium Key
fine body of water, so familiar to uAbout fifteen years ago, when the
that we do not grasp the beauty of
it.
In the old days before they word “efficiency” entered polite so
dammed” it, the river, when the flats ciety, we thought that the key to
were bare and the hot sun beat down the front door of the millennium had
upon them, and a southwest wind i suddenly been found.—Woman’s
blew the aroma over the West End Home Companion.
some of the inhabitants used to
"dam" the "Noble Charles" good and
Beyond a Doubt
plenty. Now a southwest wind blows
The nose elevation on the back
cool and damp over the West End seat of a limousine ls not bounded
and great is the joy thereof.
by race, color or previous condition
Gone are the foundries, coal of servitude, either, and therefore
wharves, and other unsightly objects Is entirely constitutional. — Fort
on the Cambridge side and in their Worth Record-Telegram.
place is a broad highway or north
ern artery for traffic bound north and
Plurnl of "Pair"
south. On the southern, or Boston
Dr. Frank H. Vlzetelly says “The
side of the river the Charles River word remains 'pair* In the plural
Embankment has taken the place of when It ls preceded by a number;
unsightly shacks and stables. Truly otherwise. It takes the ’a.’ “Two
a great improvement.
pair of gloves,’ but ‘Many pairs of

UNION

j

And I think how many thousands
Of rare-encumbered men.
Each bearing his burden of sorrow
Have crossed the bridge since then.

• • * •

I
Down Boston Harbor
Alfred Matthews and Osgood Young
of
Thomaston
visited
friends
in
town
This day opens foggy, wind about
PHONE 24-11
CAMDEN, MAINE Sunday.
east, cleared about 7 a. m. At 10 got
Osmer Sumner of Augusta called on underway for Castle Island, Boston
friends here Thursday.
harbor, made it in three tacks against
J. C. Creighton Is driving a :
a stiff head-wind. Everything seems
Erskine car.
about as I left it last fall. The air
Mrs. Albert Fuller and daughter planes. like the poor, are always with
Maud of Appleton visited Mrs. Ber us, coming and going from the Boston
airport constantly. No novelty at
tha Bryant Wednesday.
Miss Mary Jones, pastor of the all. I got interested jn a small twoNazarene Church, has returned from masted coaster beating down the
a (trip to her western home and occu harbor: could read her name—"Annie
and Reuben, Stonington." Her boat
pied the pulpit Sunday.
was hitched under her stern with
2 3 4
1
5
b 7 8
Mrs. Mary Luce and family of
engine running, and doing good work.
Thomaston were guests of relatives Watched her till she rounded Deer
9
IO
here Sunday and attended the church Island headed for Thatcher's. That
II
services in the evening.
was a novelty.
w 13 i IM
11
There will be a joint meeting of the
15
Two light three-masters anchored
Home Missionary Society and the off the Castle. Motor and "sail boats
j
W.C.T.U.
a:
the
home
of
Mrs.
Clara
lb
17
IB
19
W IO
Zl
in commission at City Point. Nanj Wallace next Thursday.
tasket boat running and waterfront
The
I.O.O
F.
and
Rebekah
Lodges
ZZ
23
2M
showing signs of spring. *S. S. Tai
15
attended church in a body Sunday Shan,came in to the army base. Hails
evening
and
listened
to
a
very
help

from Panama.
Zb
27 W
26
ful sermon by Pastor House. There
Last night I dreamed I was on
ssa
was special music by the choir which board a towboat with my brother
30
29
31
W 31
was also enjoyed.
Bill. He said he had a chance for me
Mrs. Emma Jones is having exten to go to Maine on the towboat Betsy
ii
sive repairs maded on her 'house.
iM
Ross. 1 woke up before I made the
Vivian G. Pettingill and family of trip. Today I saw the towboat Joseph
59
Bath visited Mrs. Bertha Bryant Sun Ross going by the Castle.
35 3b W 57
38
40 Ml
She
day.
was named for Capt. Joseph Ross,
w
Leroy Luce received (25 from the who was captain of the .towboat my
M2
Mi
i MM
M5
Radio station KTRH. Rice's Hotel, brother was mate on more than forty
w
Houston, Texas, on his new Atwater- years ago.
i M7
Mb
Me
M9 sss 50
Kent battery set purchased from
There is a whole fleet of towboats
b
Ronald Messer.
bearing the name "Ross.” Whether
52
5l
53
Mrs Margaret Pond entertained at there is one named "Betsy” I do not
5M
w
her home Thursday evening. There know.
I 51
5b
were seven tables of bridge, honors
57
58
My dream didn’t come true, but I
falling to Mrs. Carrie Abbott and got as far as Castle Island, anyway,
w
Mrs.
Ariel
Leonard.
59
61
that’s something. IWind was just as
bu
The picture at the Tqwn hall, May easterly there and sun just as bright
22,
will
be
"A
Royal
Romance"
with
as it would have been in Maine. Got
fci
61
William Collier Jr., and Pauline underway for home about 3 p. m.
Starke. This ls a very interesting "Ready about—hard lee!”
and entertaining picture. A Short
• • • •
HORIZONTAL (Cont )
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Subject will also be shown. The
The Sermon of St. Francis
1-Evade
44-Stupefied by a drug 13-To decline, as the
management expects to have the
tide
"talkies” perfected soon.
5-A mountain in Thes 46-Genuine
Around Asslssi’s convent gate
The birds. Cod's poor who cannot wait.
47- Augmented
15- Fear
Mrs. Carrie Ames and Mrs. Ariel
saly (Gr. Myth.)
From moor and mere and darkened wood
16- The highest male
9-Position
50- A large university
Leonard entertained at bridge Tues
Came flocking for thetr dole of food.
voice
10-Sea-going vessels
of U. S.
day evening. Mrs. Alice Robbins
"O brother birds," St. Francis said.
18- Market
"Ye come to me and ask for bread.
and Mrs, Bernice Payson won the
12-A fragment of pot 51- Truly
But not with bread alone today
19- One (German)
honors.
52- Convinced
tery
Shall ye be fed and sent away ”
54-Eoy's name (short) 21-Those in favor of
The stores and garages at Union
14—Any sphere of
Read the whole of this beautiful
prohibition
Common
are
observing
daylight
time
55-Removes
the
rind
action
poem by Longfellow. And it certainly
23-Baleful
also
Thurston
Bros,
factory
57-A motor vehicle for
16- A beverage
is a delight to the ear to hear a large
25-Ruin
The Farm Bureau will hold its next
carrying heavy
17- Persons belonging
orchestra play it.
27Natives
of
Den

meeting
Thursday.
The
subject
will
loads
to a society
In my saunterings through the Fells
mark
be "Preparation of Milk and M1lk
59-Gave medicine to
20-Old age (poetic)
the absence of all kinds of small
28To
lose
blood
Products.”
Miss Jessie Lawrence
61- Girl’s name
22-Sediment
birds has always been a mystery to
35-Agile
will be present.
62- Part of face
24- Mad
,
36-Slumber
Plans are being made 'by the boys me. I put the question to the officer
63- Employed
25- Precious
j 38-Shells that fail to
of Seven Tree 4-H Club for the for who patrols there Here are the rea
26- Lukewarm
sons he gave me.
explode
mation of a Harmonica Band.
VERTICAL
28- A fruit
First, the crows; they annoy the
39- A slightly ferment
29-To sign as correct
small birds; second, spraying the
ed beverage
1- Feminine of saint
(abbr.)
trees, which prevents the birds nest-,
40- Postpone
(abbr.)
30- A pointed weapon
ing there. It seems a shame the 2206
41- Seaport in Arabia
31- Snake-like fish (pi.) 2- Damage
| 43-Relieved
acres In the reservation should not be
3- Beneath
32- Month's sight
alive with songbirds. One day this
45-Father (Spanish)
4- N. Central State of 47- Beast of burden
(abbr.)
spring there were hundreds of swal
U. S. (abbr.)
33- Enclosure
lows flying over the lake, but I saw
(Pl.)
34- Greek letter E
5- Bone (Latin)
48- Swarthy
tlijm only that day.
6A
hard,
thin
shell
35- Secretary of State
' 49-Glens
According to the books there should
7A
title
(pi.)
' (abbr.)
52-Besides
be scores of different kinds of birds
8Mimic
37-Tear or split
After Taking Lydia E. Pink- around here—the flicker, blackbird,
:53-To give medicine to
89-Coffin
9- An animal prized
' 56-An age
martin, several kinds of
ham’s Vegetable Compound meadowlark,
for its wool
40-Deposit account
j 58-Ciear of
sparrows, swallow, vireo, woodpecker,
(abbr.)
11-Taunt
I 60-Prefix—“from”
wren, bobolink, catbird, chickadee,
42-Entreaties
12- Smooth and glossy 161-Prefix—"good”
goldfinch, kingbird, oriole, pewee, etc.,
I.ickdftle, Pa.—"Before I was mar but the only birds I see are the Eng
Copyright, The International Syndicate
ried, my mother and sister and I did all lish sparrows (and I see them out of
the farming work my window and not in the woods)
________________ „
Solution to Previous Puzzle,
on a 64-acre farm robin, ibluejay, jonce in a while a
for eleven years. I grackle. When a boy, berrying, I
o|^|t|s l
i.-.ic T S
married a farmer used to hear a lot of songbirds—“Old
and now in addi Nance Peabody, Peabody,” and the
tion to my house
work and the care catbird. robin, chickadee, many
of my children I others, but I don’t hear a bird sing in
help him with the my present saunterings I dearly love
Since 1840 this firm has
I
outside work on to hear them.
faithfully served the families
j
Thank God for the birds.
our farm. After
Boze
of Knox County
my last child was
LADY ATTENDANT
born, I began to
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
suffer as many

Jlluminum(U)aslier

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE|

trousers.’ ’’
Disgruntled Grumblers

We’ve heard of men who are so
contrary they get peeved when
their wives do everything they tell
them to do. It leaves no excuse for
grumbling.—Silverton (Ore.) Trlh
une.

“Energy” Replaces Starvation Diets
In Hollywood Screen Contracts
punch to that siateinenL It was the diet by screen directors Holly
edict of producers that stars niU9t wood girls are becoming healthier*
eat plenty u( sweets and all the vibrant with energy and tingling
and Other Energy Foods
with action.
,
other energy producing foods.
to Keep Pace With
Joan Crawford, wife of Douglas
Quite likely, too, this revolution*,
Fairbanks. Jr., has fallen in line, ary move on the part of the screen
Speedier Drama.
too. “As I know the girl with colony’s High Command may usherl
curves is returning. I am allowing in “the old fashioned girl'*—the girl
of plump and ruddy cheeks, daspOLLYWOOD Is off Its prison myself a larger diet.” she said.
To prevent excessive weight and zling smile and dancing eyes that
diet
The sprig of water cress to build up her energy to the new spell good health.
has grown to a good sized slew the tempo to picture making. Miss
At least, Leila Hyams believe*
crust of bread to a slice or choco Crawford, like l^ila Hyams. dis so.
I
late layer cake. Because, say Hoi ports In the out-of-doors, fishing,
"The type of girl our grand
mother was Is slowly returning,"
lywood directors, the normal figure curl swimshe says. “Soon we will see
It In and .he lamp post silhouette mil anil rld;ng
er the brl le
charming, well-mannered girls who
ls out
For the first time In years, stars paths of the
will step Into the limelight in place
of the celluloid are permitted to Beverly H III s
of the noisy, rowdy types who
eat All because the pace of the With the re
have done their best to
modern drama and comedv have turn of a saner
take away their real as
been speeded up. And to keep up. attitude toward
set—femininity.”
the stars need energy, the kind
that comes with a Juicy steak, well
buttered baked potato and a fudge
sundae.
Tennis Favorite Sport
To complete the emancipation
from Spartan tneals and "made to
order” figures, clauses stipulating
measurements and weight limits
are being slashed out of the screen
Leila Hyams
star’s contracts.
uses her ten
Of course, the return to sanity
nit racquet to
has been greeted with Jubilation.
demonstrate
As Leila ilyarns aptly puts it: ”1
tome ot the
think it ls much better to .os. ex
“energy” now
cessive flesh by action than by star
demanded by
vation." And Leila practices it. too
Hollywood In
She Isn't a Helen Wills but she can
Its screen
keep 'em stepping in a fast set of
contracts.
tennis.
“Aquaplaning, howevei. Is my
chief sport." she says, “and noth
ing suits me better than to feel the
spray of the Pacific Ocean on my
face and body when I am riding a
board behind a speeding motor
boat”
That takes stamina and bubbling
vitality—Just what ls needed In
these days of mile-a-mlnute motion
Below—Joan Crawford and Dorothy Sebastian, screen stars, do a little
picture acting.
“beach swimming” to keep in trim.
Dieting Days Over
Miss Hyams points out that theie
ls further Justification for normal
eating. “The girls this season.'
she said, “won't have to bother
about rigid diets, for the girl with
graceful feminine curves will be
more popular than the one with the
boyish figure of the past”
So, the flat-chested girl Is rele
gated to the family album. And. if
anything was needed to pul the

Movie Stars Tok] to Eat Sweets

H‘

Modern Gratitude

Galahad had his good points, bui
only our higher civilization could
produce a drug clerk who suys
“Thank yon” after selling a post
age stamp.—St. Pool Dispatch.
Creed

Says a well-known philosopher
In the American Magazine: “For
get yourself. Think of others.
Know what your rights are and
then forget most of them.”
What Every Office Needs

MICKIE SAYS—
PIP NA EVER THII !K WHAT THE
WORLD OWES TO TH' PRIUTER?
K1U YA IMAGUJE WHAT THINS?
WOULD Be LIKE IF EVERY
PRlQTER VJLTi TO QUIT WORK
FER A YEAR‘S WHY |F JEST
TH' NEWSPAPERS WUZ T'QUfTJ
THIklG? WOULD SOOU BE
OEAPER THAU AU EGYPTIAN
NMJMNW t

They say a new treatment im
munizes dogs against distemper.
What a boon to suffering humanity
on Monday morning.—South Bend
Tribune.

(9»te At
colli

owe
ow

Universal Pest

Wherever you go you find Impu
dent men who urge others to do dis
agreeable things there Is no ne
cessity for doing.—E. W. Howe's
Monthly.
Our Idealism

We are an Idealistic people and
will make any sacrifice for a cause
that won't hurt business.—Los An
geles Times.

z&r

MAM?
.fcec/tnf

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?
HWfltRY
RbPttn

AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

HOPE
women do. Finally our family doctor
Austin M. Wentworth, prominent
told me to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound. I did and now I retired building contractor of Lowell,
am a new woman and I know that good Muss., formerly of Hope, is convales
health is better than riches.”—Mrs. cing from a severe illness at the
Clyde I. Suekuan, R. #1, Lickdale, Pa. 1 Lowell Corporation Hospital.

ROCKLAND
8TEAMBOAT CO.

Frank Smith, son Melville and Mrs.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Ernest Norwood have returned from
Steamer leaves Swan'a Island nt 5.34 A. IL,
Hope where they were called by the
6.25, North Haven T.25, Vlnaldeauh of their uncle, Lyman Frye, Stonington
haven 8.15. due to arrlv* nt Rockland shea*
who was formerly a resident of this 3 30.
Return—Leaves Rockland nt 1.3* P. IL,
town.
Vlnalliaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Stoa■Dr. and Mrs. Freeman Brown and thgtnn at 4.40: due to arrive at Swans Inland
sons Fletcher and Gardiner of Rock- (-about 6 oo p. M.
isj-tr
land were guests over Sunday of Mr.
Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Brown.
COHEN BROS. WAN+ YOUR
Mrs. Benjamin Smith entertained at
bridge ■Saturday evening, honors go
ing to Inez Conant and Margie'Chll-*
les.
Will pay Highest Price
A large party accompanied ithe VINo lot too large; none too email
nathaven High bail team to Camden
Saturday where they played Cam
Call Warren, Me. 2-3
den High. Score 8 to 3 in favor of)
our team.
or write, ear* of
Herbert Sanborn was home from
Rockland to spend Sunday with his
C. W. McKellar
parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanbora.
Mrs. Aubrey Ames entertained the
Warren, Me.
Ace of Clubs Friday evening ail her
Reference: Any Poultry Rainer
home. Those present: Mrs. Addle
111-tf
Hall, Miss Nellie Hall, Mrs. Susie
Philbrook. Mrs. Annie Lane, Mrs.
Maud Arey, Mrs. Susan Hopkins,
Mrs. Jennie Williams. The latter re
ceived the booby prize and Miss Hall
received first prize.
j
epery
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wooster wink
were recent guests of their daughter,
Mrs. 'William Lawry. have returned,
to their home on Aulantic avenue. J
The prize winners at Ledge Lodge'
bungalow bridge party Wednesday
Embody sacred memoriae. They
night were Mrs. Leon W. Sanborn,are tha evidence of loving
Mrs. James Christie, Mrs. •Hilma
thoughtfulness.
Webster, Fritz Johnson. Andy John-'
son and Frank White.
Skilled in the craft of memorial
The Chataneet Club met Thursday',
with Mrs. Bessie Morton and ithis
making, we are ready to nerve
week will meet with Mrs. Maurice'
yeur every need.
Brown.
Mrs. Margaret Kossuth much im
proved in health after a recent opera
Wm. E. Doman & Son,
tion, has returned from Massachu
setts and L« with her son Willis KosInc.
suith at Sunny Slope Farm.
The Rainbow Club will meet WedEAST UNION, ME.
nesday with Mrs, Richard Allen at
»4Ttf
her home on Carver street.
Aura Williams spent the weekend
at Stonington, guest of her sister.
Mrs. Emery Robbins.
Don't forget ithat the high school
minstrels and one-act comedy will
be presented Friday evening at Me
A Battle Creek physician saya,
morial hall.
Edward Robinson sailed the follow “Constipation is responsible for more
ing party Sunday to Stonington where misery than any other cause."
But immediate relief has been found.
they visited the sitone quarries:
Charles Newbold, Charles Ewell, A. A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
G. Johnson, Will Williams. Thomas been discovered. This tablet attract*
Baum, Vernard Amiro, Francis and water from the system into the lazy,
dhy. evacuating bowel called the col
Ezra Conway.
Mrs. Dora Johnson returned re on. The water loosens the dry food
cently from Knox Hospital where she, waste and causes a gentle, thorough,
had been receiving treatment.
natural movement without forming a
Mrs. Alton Iefwis who was the •Habit or ever Increasing the dose,
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. i, Stop suffering from constipation.
J. 8. Black over Mothers Day. has Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. Next
returned to her home in New York. day bright. Get 24 for 25e today at
Charles Erickson visited Rockland the nearest Rexall Drug Store.
Saturday.
Charles W. Sheldon.
Mr, and Mrs. Albert Carver re 4______________________________
turned Saturday from two weeks’
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
visit with relatives in New York.
Union Church circle will hold the 35 Limerock St.
Rockland
usual supper at the vestry Thursday
Osteopathic Physician
at 5.30.

LIVE POULTRY

Memorials

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

FARM WOMAN
BENEFITED

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

VINALHAVEN A

grave

But Thrills Are Lost

Common sense is the ashes that
enable one to avoid falls on the
slippery track of life.—Nashville
Banner.

VINALHAVEN

©

THERE ARE II MISTAKES IN THIS PICTURE
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
mad* several obvious one* In drawing th* above picture. 8ome of them
are easily discovered, ether* may be hard. See how long It will taka
YOU to find them.

National conditions look worst
when last election's promises have
been forgotten and the next election's
promises are not out yet.—San Diego
Union.
The Naval Research Laboratory
reveals that the planet we live on has
a tall. It would he humiliating to
discover that we are the fleas.—De
troit News.

By Appointment—Tel. 13d

•Graduate of Americas School of
Osteopathy

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Telephone* 1298; Residence

28S-M

NOW’S TIME TO SPRAY

Foreign Market for U. S.
Products Is Tremendous

Valuable Instructions For
Orchard Owners — Will
Raise 'More Mclntoshes

L

of Outside Popula
tion Would Equal
Home Market

To receive a good price next fall i
for apples will mean a thorough spray
ing this month. All new leaves
should1 be given a coating of spray to
protect them.
Many orchardists are now omitting
the dormant and applying a pre
pink. This spray is applied when the
leaves are about one-fourth Inch
long. Use lime sulphur, 1*4 gallons
of liquid or four poundsdry to 50 gal
lons of water and arsenate of lead,
U4 pounds dry to 50 gallons. This
spray controls scab, bud moth, tent
caterpillar and curculio.
The next spray is the pink. Only
lime sulphur is used according to the
above strength. This controls scab
and leaf spot. Before the calyx an
other spray should be put on for
scab. This can be applied during
blossoming providing the arsenate of
lead is omitted. There is little danger
of killing the bees if only lime
sulphur Is used.
The calyx spray is applied when
most of the petals have fallen. Lime
sulphur and arsenate of lead are both
used in this spray. It controls cod
ling moth, curculio, green fruit worm,
and scab. If aphids are present onehalf pint of black leaf 40 should he
added to the spray. Following this
there should be three fruit sprays put
on. If apple maggots are present an
arsenate spray about the first of
July and another about the middle
of the month will control the insect.
For further Information on spray
ing, write the county agent, Rock
land, for bulletin No. 160.
Recent experiments conducted in
New Hampshire have shown that
night spraying has prevented burn
ing from spray materials. Several
orchards were used In the experi
ment and the results in yield and con
dition of the trees were very satis
factory.
Tractors equipped with
either electric or acetylene lamps
were used.
The spraying usually started about
9 p. m. The air is very calm and fine
covering was obtained. This infor
mation may be of help to the orchardists of the county Several windy
days might prevent n spray from
being' applied, which could be put on
some night.

The United States is unique In
that 50 per cent of the people
are able to buy more than the
bare necessities of life, and rec
ognition of this fact has caused
many manufacturers to ignore
the foreign trade field.
But these manufacturers do not
realize that 14 times as many
people live outside the United
States and that if only 3j4 per
cent of those people can also af
ford more than life’s necessities
a potential market as large as our
domestic one is represented.
These and other equally im
pressive observations are made
by Henry C. Flower, Jr., of the
J. Walter Thompson Company
International Department, in an
article to appear In the forthcom'lng issue of "Markets’’ published
(by the company,
j Mr. Flower pointed out that
many manufacturers are inclined
to scoff at the foreign market un
less It is analyzed for them and
its possibilities explained. He
declared that, while It is admit
tedly difficult to gain and main
tain a foothold for American pro
ducts abroad, a comprehensive ad
vertising service can determine
the problems and point the way
to their solution.
In organizing this foreign
market it is fundamentally im
portant that such a campaign dis
cover, "first, where these foreign
markets lie; second, how to
create there an active demand for
the American product; third, how
to handle the distribution of the
product for which an actual and
active market has been devel
oped; and finally, how to prolong
demand so that the initial in
vestment may be fully capital
ized," Mr. Flower says.
While admitting that there are
many problems to be overcome
such as the "selling" of foreign
distributors who have handled
British, German and other Euro
pean products for years, and the
limitation of sales by higher tar
iffs obtained by local manufactur
ers seekingprotection against
competition, Mr. Flower points
out that the flist prooiem can oe

ASH POINT
N. E. Fredette, Mr. and Mrs. Cam
eron and Mr. and Mrs. (.Joseph Fre
dette were guests recently of Mr. and
Mrs. L. E. Dyer.
Fred Fredette met with.a very bad i
accident Thursday. When alighting
from the train he fell and struck his
head and was taken to Knox Hospital
where it was found necessary to take
a number of stitches. He is now
resting at the home of his wife's
mother, Mrs. Linwood Dyer, Ash
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. David Mann are now
occupying their new home and it looks
very cheerful to See their light eve
nings.
Mrs. Annie Mullin of Brockton,
Mass, has been spending a few days
a ^uest at J. R. Mullin's.
Mrs. William Butler and children

HENRY C. FLOWER,
overcome under the guidance of
the home office and that the lat
ter problem invites the foreign
assembly and processing of pro
ducts, to take advantage of the
lower tariff per unit.
While many maintain that It is
the quantity and not the quality
ot foreign advertising that counts.
Mr. Flower says: “Not once but
a thousand times we have demon
strated to ourselves—fortunately
to them also—that well planned
layouts catch the eye far better
than mammoth space, that well
written copy competes success
fully with news columns, and that
’reason why’ appeals carry a con
viction that slugs and logotypes
never can.
“As a matter of fact, we have
generally found that American
technique is in many ways more
effective in foreign countries than
it is here. I mean by that, that
an advertising dollar wisely spent
is more effective in many lands
than it Is in this country.
"Our recent prosperity has
dimmed our eyes to the impor
tance of cultivating these foreign
markets more Intensively. Most
manufacturers have felt, not only
that their export volume would
hold up indefinitely, but that 14
could be readily expanded when
ever there was more merchandise
to sell. There the great fallacy
lies.”

visited Friday with Mrs. Roxana
Newhall.
Mrs. Roxana Newhall announces
to the public that she will open her
store today Tuesday.
Mrs. Florence McConchie enter
tained 36 guests at the opening of
Wellesley.

i cream. Those present were Mr. and
-Virs. Maurice French and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Iirinkwater. Ruth
Wight, Ivy Robertson. Winnie Par
sons, Merle Ramsey, Harlan Ramsey,
Alice Prescott, Franklin Prescott, and
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater
and son were guests Sunday of the
formers parents Mr. and Mrs. G. C
SOUTH BELFAST
Drinkwater.
-----1 Mrs. Fred Jones and sons Donald
The New England Tel. A- Tel. Co. and Harold were recent guests of Mr.
men are working on the lines in this and Mrs. Fred Herrick.
district.
I Grand View Grange held its reguMrs. Joel Prescott gave a party at lar meeting Thursday night. The
her home May 6 in honor of her son's first and second degrees were eonbirthday. Games, cards and music ferred on one candidate. At recess
were enjoyed. A beautiful birthday a birthday cake was cut by Mrs. Joe!
cake W’as cut and served with ice Prescott in which all shared.

Buy a Six of Course
but be Sure

it’s a
Super-Six
The Essex Challenger is a Super-Six. By its patented principle

the ability of the 6-cylinder type is freed to the limit. It is re

sponsible for a performance and smoothness that belong exclu
sively to the Essex Challenger. That is why we say—and more
buyers every day are saying—“not just a Six, but a Super-Six.”

7

ESSEX Challenger litres Sparkling Performance
Essex performance comes from
its completely balanced motor
and power line. This balance of
aluminum pistons, crankshaft,
clutch and flywheel, coupled with
the Lancheater Balancer gives
more power and smoothness at
all speeds.

Roadability and Safety
Longer wheelbase, larger tires
and patented spring suspension
make Essex the most roadahle of
cars. High speed with safety is
possible because of the positive
action of four-wheel brakes.

Interior appointments carry the
some motif as fenders and lamps.

Upholstery is of finest quality.
There is a graceful three-spoke
steering wheel, and the instru
ment panel holds starter, electric
fuel and oil level gauge as well
as motometer.
This is the finest, best performing
Essex value ever built. It holds
scores of records established dur
ing continent-wide Challenger
Week. See it and drive it. You
will need no other proof that this
is not just a six, but a Super-Six.

For the
Coupe

735
Detroit, larloru

/. a. fc.

—Seven other models just as attractively
priced. M ide color choice at uo extra cost.

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
710 Main Street
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PIONEER FERTILIZER MINED

WALDOBORO
•___

Mrs. Evelyn Vining has returned
from Warren and is staying with her
sister Mis. Charles Taylor.
W. C. Wellman who has been 111
with a severe cold is now much im- ’
proved.
Robie Taylor is working at Heath
When You huy Aspirin Bros. Garage.
Mr. Gear who lis In charge of Mr.
look (or the name
Crie’s farm is conllned to the house
with a severe cold.
Sunday visitors at A. W. Heath's
were Mr. and Mrs. .Joseph Cassidy
There is a way to be SURE and daughters Alice anil Alary of
about the Aspirin you buy. Look Ingraham Hill and Raymond Dow,
Jr. of Holiday Beach.
for the name BAYER on package
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Dart of
and the word GENUINE printed in Providence. R. 1.. accompanied by a
red. It’s your guarantee of purity, lady friend arrived last week. They
will occupy Alvin Mink’s house for
safety and reliability.
the summer.
The Grangers Wednesday night
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is what
voted unanimously to buy their ball
the doctors prescribe. It relieves and will now have to get busy and
pain promptly, harmlessly. It does raise the money. They are to have
a baked bean supper next Thursday
not depress the heart. Relieves night at 6 o’clock, daylight saving.
colds, headaches, sore throat, pain Tickets 23 cents and 13 cents. Tiie
proceeds go towards paying for the
from various causes.
hall and it is hoped that there will
he a good big crowd.
The Bunco party given by the
teacher was postponed until Friday
night on account lof rain. Sixtyeight adults attended the party and a
tine time was enjoyed. The door
prize went to Flora Pushaw; first
prizes fell to Mrs. Sidney Lermond
and Gilbert N. Doughty; hoohie
prizes to Charles Dunbar and Made
line Potter. Ice cream was served.
Mrs. Stanley thanks everybody who
attended the party and for helping
her raise the money for the children.
A. T. Not wood was at W. (’. Well
The United States has never lost man’s Friday and put the water run
a war or won a conference.—Will by electricity into the house and
store.
Rogers.

Mr. and Mrs. Porter Soule are in
Boston.
Col. and Mrs. Harry M. Smith of
Bangor have been in town.
Introduction to the United State*
Mrs. H. H. Hahn has returned from
In 1830 Marked the Firet Use
Portland.
on Farm Lands.
Alphonso Larrabee is in Stoning
New York.—The first hundred ton where he will visit his son
years In the use of commercial George Larrabee.
Mrs Charles Wallace of Frenchboro
fertilizers can now be recorded In
the agricultural history of the has been at Mrs Isadore Hoffses.
United States.
Mrs. Harold Glidden has returned
The practice of using a mineral from Rockland.
fertilizer was started in 1830 when
Philip Cohen and M. IGarber (of
the first shipment of nitrate of soda Maiden, Mass.; Donald Clark and B.
was brought to this country. Up Kaler of Bangor; Ira Achorn, lionto that time only lime and marl of hegan: R. L: Phinney, Bath; C. Ithe Inorganic substances now com Wentworth and Mrs. Ora Ripley,
monly used for agricultural pur Hope; Ellis Mantur, Boston; A. W.
poses were known to the early Stimpson, Biddeford; F. D Long,
farmers. Used continuously since Portland; Grover Morrison, South
that time, nitr^e of soda Is now Portland; have been registered at the
recognized as the oldest of the
Medomak House.
present-day commercial fertilizers.
Dr. P. Goodrich Cadeau of Milli
Although nitrate of soda has be
come a commonplace article on nocket will occupy the house on
farms throughout the country. It Is Friendship street owned by Dr. D.
not generally known that one of B. Mayo.
the romances of modern civiliza
Fred Lilly of Hallowell has been
tion ls woven around this fertilizer. ' the recent guest of his father Charles
It Is a product of a barren desert, Lilly.
high In the Andes mountains of
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Achorn and
northern Chile. There is no rain daughter of Thomaston have been
or vegetation In the entire nitrate visiting Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Davis.
zone, which occupies a region near
Miss Leona Rines of Portland is
ly as large as the combined area of
New York and Pennsylvania. Not the guest of her grandparents, Mr.
n blade of grass springs from the and Mrs. John Rines.
soil, beneath which ls one of the
Mrs. A. L. Shorey entertained the
most Important fertilizing com Star Club Wednesday afternoon.
pounds known to nature.
Refreshments were served.
The nitrate ore Is found at vari
Roy Palmer of Belfast has been
ous depths below the surface, the visiting his uncle John Palmer.
average being about three feet. It
Mrs. Hannah M. Hayes, 85, died at
varies in richness from 5 to 70 per the home of her son. Fred Pitcher, in
cent sodium nitrate. Open-cut min Newcastle, May 9. She leaves a son
ing ls practiced In removing the and two granddaughters. Mrs. Hayes
ore, after which It ls transported to was a former resident of South Wal
a refining plant erected nearby on doboro and the body was taken there
the desert. The refining of the ore
terment.
Is an extremely technical process. forA I rural
school exhibit will he held
The objective of the operations,
however, Is to remove the Impuri in the Baptist Church today. Tues
ties from the ore and to concen day. In the morning the first und
trate the sodium nitrate so that second, third and fourth and fifth and
when ready for shipment the fer sixth grades will furnish the pro
tilizer contains 90 to 99 per cent gram. In the afternoon the Juniorsodium nitrate and analyzes 15.5 Senior High School will give an ex
per cent nitrogen. Iodine, which ls hibition with special musical features.
also present in the ore, ls a by Richard Libby, State agent for rural
product of the refining process. schools, will speak in the evening and
Small quantities of this element are a local orchestra will contribute to
found in the fertilizer, as are also the program. Teachers are requested
to post their work at an early date.
traces of boron and magnesium.
George Greenlaw and George Bu
Conservative estimates by geolo
gists and engineers In Chile Indi chanan are in Portland where they
cate that the deposits are of suffi have employment.
Miss Ora Mason who has been the
cient size to supply the needs of
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Ma
the world fofi generations to come.
son has returned to Pigeon Cove,
Mass.
You Can Cable Around
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Hemingway
World for $1 a Word of Syracuse, N. Y., have been at
home for a few days.
London.—A message can be sent their
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barter are the
from London round the world by
cable In an hour for one dollar a parents of a son, horn Saturday.
word. The time needed might even 1 The senior class of Waldoboro IHigh
School were in Rockland Friday to
be less than CO minutes.
Officials of the Imperial and In have the class pictures taken.
Miss Julia Kaler was hostess at
ternational Cable company have
outlined the course such a mes the Monday evening meeting of
sage would follow. The cable would Susannah Wesley Society.
Mrs. Irving P. Bailey who has been
leave London and travel to Halifax
where it would be flashed across passing the week in Weld, returned
North America to Vancouver. From ■Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Williamson
there It would travel under the sea
to Sydney, rush by land to Adel have returned from the South and
aide, call at Perth, visit Cocos, Dur opened their summer home here.
Mrs. Nettie Sitewart who has been
ban and Cape Town, and then re
turn to London via St Helena, As passing the winter at/the Sanborn
homesaead. has returned to Plymouth.
cension Island and St Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Addison WinchenThe message might travel also
by two other routes. It could go hach of Franklin, Mass., are at their
from London to New York and San home here for the summer.
The We Play ’Em Club held the
Francisco and thence to Manila,
Hong Kong and Singapore. From last meeting of the season Friday
Singapore it would visit Ceylon, the evening at t'he home of Mrs. S. H.
Red sea, Alexandria and return to Weston.
London via the Mediterranean, or
Mrs. Emma T. Potter has returned
it might travel by way of Port from Portland where she has been
Darwin and join up with the sec for two weeks.
ond route at Singapore.
In spite of the severe storm a large
The message may be written In number of members of the Baptist
any language and the sender can Church and guesns were present at
select any one of three routes.
the reception given to the new past r
and his wife. The vestry of the
church was transformed into a draw
Saccharin 500 Times
ing room made attractive with spring
Sweeter Than Sugar flowers. Rev. and Mrs. Alexander
Chicago.—“Sweeter than coal” is tewan of the Methodist Church and
members of both churches were in
more accurate than the time-hon the
receiving line with Rev. and Mrs.
ored phrase, “sweeter than sugar.”
Saccharin, a by-product of coal, Collins. Miss Frances Hassner sang
ls the sweetest thing In the world, two solos and Mrs. S. H. Weston and
being 500 times sweeter than cane Mrs. Maude Clark Gay gave read
sugar, Edward Steldman, of the ge ings. Ice cream and cake were
ology department of the Virginia served.

ON BARREN LANDS IN CHILE

Military Institute, Lexington, Va.,
told a group of students.
“Saccharin ls a white, odorless
powder, used chiefly In the mak
ing of candy, and In baking and
preserving,” said Mr. Steldman.
“It ls also used to counteract dia
betes."

Expert Lessens Labor
of Rat Extermination
Sioux City, Iowa.—George Reed,
professional rat exterminator, does
not pose as a young Edison nor
does he believe that the world will
heat a path to the door of the
world's best mouse trap builder.
But Reed does believe in doing
things as easily as possible.
Now, Instead of using traps and
having a bait and clean them he
is catching rats with empty tin
cans cut In a particular way which
permits the rat to enter the can
but tot to leave It

Corn sprinkled Inside the can ls
the bait

Keeps Candle Lit 45
Years for Sweetheart
Bridgeport, Conn.—Until death
closed her eyes recently, Mary
French kept a 45-year-vlgll on the
water front here.
Nightly she lit a candle In the
window of her little home. She was
obsessed with the belief that some
night Hallet Macey, her sweetheart,
would see it Rut the ship upon
which he sailed has never been
heard from again.
Bad for Accident.

Berlin.—A police department re
port shows that more street acci
dents occur on Friday and Satur
day than at any other time during
the week.
People who sneer because the sea
parley cost the United States (3,000
a day, forgot what it costs to fire a
16-lnch gun.—American Lumberman.

The principal street of a town is
now called the Maim street.—Dublin
Opinion.

SOUTH HOPE

Don't take Chances.he

feAROAIN

SURE

SOME CITIES USE ’EM

BAYER

Mondays-Tuesdays-Wednesdays
•r ,
. a- dnd Thursdays
TickeL Stations m State of Maine
and Conway Center to Bartlett, Ind.
Weete Sndy

Fridays -Saturdavs-Sundavs
RETURN LIMIT TO
FOLLOWING MONDAY

Cfo Sale At All Ticket Stations on

MAINE CENTRAL SYSTEM

POULTRYMEN

ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

ROCKLAND DIVISION

FT- - 1 . J"-

.v -■tv

This Banner Floats Over
3000 OWNER-OPERATED STORES
Where You Get Full Value for Your Grocery Dollar

WEEK OF MAY 19th TO MAY 24th

CH1PS0

One Package Flakes
One Pkg. Granules

No. X
Can

PEACHES
GATEWAY BRAND

23
FIG BARS 3“*2T

2’“25'

CAMPBELL’S
TOMATO SOUP

Large Can

Cape Cod Cookies

7

Per Can

19c

MOXIE Gorton’s Mackerel
Large Bottle
NATION
WIDE

[CwtMti]

18c

37

BOTH FOR

HOFFECKER’S
TOMATOES

Experts See Hope For Future In Cars
Having Their Own Traffic Signal*

That traffic signals which are oper
ated by the vehicles themselves con
stitute the chief hope of cities and
villages for solution of their traffic
problems was the contention of Wil
liam B. Powell, traffic engineer ond
chairman of the Signs, Signals and
Markers committee of the National
Conference on Street and Highway
Safety, in a recent address
Mr. Powell, who is one of the fore
most traffic authorities of the coun
try, declared that traffic control is
one of the greatest needs of the mu
nicipalities. Tiie tremendous strides
in automobile registration and use
have rendered the old forms of cheap
and inefficient control entirely inade
quate, and the vast cost to communi
ties from unnecessary delay and congestion, although difficult to estimate
in actual figures, is far beyond the
cost of cure.
The devices of which Mr. Powell
spoke are already at a stage of per
fection and are actually being used
by numerous cities and villages
throughout the United States to
handle some of their most trouble
some situations Mr Powell pointed
out that, with "demand" signals, the
light always Is shown where it is
needed and never holds up vehicles
to give the "go" to empty streets,
which is the greatest and most costly
flaw in the arbitrarily timed variety
of apparatus. The modern device
allows ears to operate the lights by
passing over "detectors” In the pave
ment.
Traffic engineers contend that
municipalities soon must extend traf
fic officer control or adopt "demand”
signals. It is being claimed tliat some
forms of the latter control are more
efficient even than traffic officers,
without imposing such heavy cost
penalties.
Figures were eited from the De
partment of Commerce showing that
unnecessary traffic delay and conges
tion is costing the United States
more than two billions of dollars an
nually. A simple arithmetical calcu
lation reveals that the overhead for
each motorist thus is {80 per year.

Day of-

DAT6 ONLY

£.24'

GELATINE

5 - 25c
FLOUR s^24

SCHUESACHER’S XXX
GRAHAM HEALTH

KJNNY RIVER BRAND

Sandwich Spread

8-Ox.
Jar

21

el
Helps Children Gain
j.0
from 3?o5 Pounds

*7

J

a Month!

££47®

Black Palm Pitied Dates
21
^’S^Forl^i
LIBBY’S DEVILED
MEAT
LIBBY’S

DEVILED
M’s
MEAT

UBBY’S

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

J f-

2 >”25'

G3LD

FLOUR
KITCHEN TESTED

TRADE AT NATION WIDE STORES. YOU KNOW THE OWNER

THOMASTON

oocooooooooooooooooooocn

Mr. anil Mrs. Cheslcy Delano enPertained at dinner and cards Thurs- i
day evening at their home on Main
sbreet. E. X. Fryeburg of New York
city. Capt. and Mrs. Frank Green and
Miss Deliua Green of Rockland and
Miss Eleanor Luber and Miss Ko- 1
wena Bartlett of the Thomaston High
School faculty.
Fred Reed < f Providence was in
town Saturday to visit his brother j
Samuel who is very ill. He returned ■
home Sunday.
Mrs. William J. Tobey returned
Monday after an absence of several i
weeks spent in the south.
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Miss
(' <ra Fogarty Friday afternoon at 2
o'clock.
Guy Lermond spent Saturday with
his family.
Rodney Feyler spent the weekend
with hi< family, coming from New
Bedford. Mass.
Baseball at Newcastle Saturday
afternoon resulted in the defeat of
Thomaston.
The score, Lincoln
Academy 9, Thomaston t>.
Edward Stone has moved his fam
ily from Rockland into Mi's. Alton
Chase's house on Beeclnvoods street.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will have ,
their last supper of the season next
Wednesday evening at G o'clock. A '
program will be presented. House- .
keepers. Mrs. J. E. Creighton. Mrs.
Ralph Carroll, -Glrs. Leila Smalley, j
M'rs. George A. Buker and Miss ;
Gladys Doherty. Miss Louise Dolliver
ot Rockland will read.
• * • *
Miss A. Mabel Fernald arrived
home Sunday morning from North ;
Carolina, where she enjoyed a vaca- j
■tion.
Miss Lulu Simmons attended the j
funeral of her brother, the late Albert ■
Simmons, in Friendship Sunday.
Mrs. Oscar Gould left Sunday for I
a week’s visit with her son, William '
Jacob, in East Belfast.
Oliver D. MaVthews is having a
cement walk laid from the street to |
his front door.
The O'Brien house at the Westend
which was badly damaged by tire in
the winter has been repaired. The j
roof has been cut down and other- |
wise changed so that one in passing ,
by would hardly recognize it. It is
owned by Mr. Benner who will occu- ,
py it and rent the other part.
Mrs. Emily Smith took a ride to
Belfast with Mr.* Luther Clark last
Thursday, her 80th birthday. Mrs.
Smith enjoyed the ride and honored
her birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Roundy and
family of Winslow were recent guests
of his mother, Mrs. Rossie Roundy.
The Eastern Star Circle will meet
Wednesday evening. Supper will be
served at the usual hour.
Mrs. Grover Wotton of Owl’s Head
was in town last week to attend the
funeral of her cousin. Miss Evelyn .
V ph am.
• • * •
Mrs. Anil,rose Wallace and Mrs. j
Dora Maxey motored to Belfast last
week and assisted in installing a
Py 'liian Sisters Temple.
Thomaston and Camden will play
ball in Thomaston Thursday at 4 p. i
m. daylight time.
Tin mas: on will play Rockport at ,
Rockiport Wednesday at 4 p. m. day
light time.
Mrs. Luther Clark entertained over ;
tlie weekend her aunt. Mrs. N. K. .
Gould of Camden, her cousin Mrs.
Seymour Hayden of Winnegance,
Miss Agnes Benner of Camden and
Eugene Moran of Bath. The com- j
pany were tendered a dinner party '
Sunday.
The Sheepskin Rollers who won a ;
$10 prize recently held a banquet ;
a: the Sea Grill Thursday night in !
celebration ef their victory in the .
County League.
Nothing now re- I
mains to the victors but the memory !
of that chicken supper.
Mr. and Mrs. George Patiterson and I
son John of Pittsfield motored to •
Thomaston Sunday accompanied by !
Mrs. Alice Mank who has spent the
winter there with her daughter, Mrs.
Patterson.
The Baptist Church is planning a
reception to its new members Tues
day evening. May 27.
F. II. Jordan and Miss Jordan who
have spent the winter in Florida and
recently visited Mrs. Roy Harriman,
his daughter, in East Hartford, Conn.,
arrived home Saturday.

Kiddies’ Evening
'
Story

• * * •

Mrs. Henry B. Bryant has returned
from several weeks’ visit in New
York. Brockton and Portland.
John Creighton and Stephen Lav
ender spent Sunday at home from
Bowdoin College.
Leo LaCourse is driving a new
•Chevrolet.
Miss Dorothy Thorndike and Miss
Leona Williams visited Bowdoin Col
lege Saturday, and attended the track
meet and the dance in the gymnasi
um in the evening. They returned
Lome Sunday.
The ladies in charge of the Bap
tist Circle supper and program are
striving to make them the best of
tlie season/ Mrs. Rufus Libby has
been ad,led to the supper committee.
Miss Dorothy Starrett has the making
of tlie program.
As already an
nounced Miss Dolliver of Rockland
will give readings. Everyone will be
repaid in attending.
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The School Bell Rings For Movie Stars

In Everybody’s Column

By MARY GRAHAM BONNER
000<KKX>00<K><X>00000-0-00000

Happy Goblin

“To think,” said Peter Goblin,
"that there are some children who
do not like us.
“They hare been told untrue nnd
unfair stories about us. We lore
children.
“We wouldn't hurt them for any
thing.
“It's dreadful that there should
be stories about us that aren’t
true.”
The Fairy Queen had been listen
ing to this talk and she felt sorry
that so many untrue stories had
gone around the children's world
about Peter Goblin and the Gobliu
brothers.
“I'll tell you what I’ll do, Peter,”
she said.
"Keep on trying to tell as many
children as you can how much you
like them.
“Tell them that in years gone by
people were far more nervous than
they are now.
“They were afraid of the dark
and foolish fears like that,
“Tell them that you are never
hiding in the dark, and that you
only come to them when they are
asleep.
“Explain as much and as often as
you can that you never carry them
away from home, but that you sit
on their bedposts and talk to them,
and send them dream adventures.
“We'll give you a coasting party
this evening and that will cheer you
up.
“It always does!”
“it certainly always does!”
agreed I’eter Goblin, smiling hap
pily now.
“Yes, I have been getting discour
aged lately, because I’ve overheard

"Sit at Their Bedposts.”
so very many of these unfair and
untrue stories about me.”
“It does seem hard, but we'll do
what we can to tell the truth so
that children will know how much
you and your family really love
them, and how you wouldn't hurt
them for anything iri the world.
“Yes, we'll do all we can about
IL”
So the Fairy Queen gave Peter
Goblin a splendid coasting party
that evening, and he and all the
goblins came to it, and had a most
glorious,
glorious,
magnificent,
splendid time.
And after it was over and they
all went to Witty Witch’s home, in
her cave, for supper, she told them
stories and they sent out messages
to children everywhere saying that
they must not believe any of the
untrue stories about goblins, and
saying how much goblins loved chil
dren.
They sent word, too, that goblins
would never, never, never hurt chil
dren.
Oh, they sent ever and ever so
many messages.
And, a little while after this, they
heard that many of their messages
had been received and that children
did not believe tlie unfair things
that had been said about goblins.
This made tlie goblins very
happy, and it made Peter Gobliu
particularly so.
And what do you suppose?
They had another coasting party
to celebrate the good news!
(©. 1930, Western Newspaper Vaton.)

couts Jane Miller, Alice Tuttle,
Eabeth WtKidcotk anil Mary Osd. accompanied by their captain
>. Lavinia O. Elliot, returned to
ir homes Sunday morning after
aiding the N. E. Girl Scout rally^
When Cat* Were Expeniire
Boston Saturday. Tlie program
An Austrian soldier presented to
sented by the .Massachusetts Girl
uts. depicted the growth of the Almagro, a Spanish soldier, one of
ssacbuseits Bay Colony during 300 the conquerors of Peru, the first
rs and was most interesting. In cat which was brought to South
tinals the local Scouts were among America. He was rewarded for It
The first couple
4000 who formed their customary with G<)0 pesos.
of cats which were carried to
Ie around 101 American flags and
Cuyaba sold for a pound of gold.
state flags to give their oath of
There was a plague of rats in the
glance. Girl Scouts promises and settlement, and they were pur
s. closing with taps. Apprecia- chased ns a speculation, which
i is extended tlie Eastern Steam- proved an excellent one.
Their
) Co. for special raites on the trip, first kittens sold for 30 oitavas
•eby making il possible for more each; tlie next generation were
s to attend.
worth 20; nnd the price gradually
he anuual flower and plant sale fell us tlie inhabitants were stocked
he Federated CbuiTh will lie held with these beautiful and useful
r 29 in the Congregational vestry, ireatures.
re will also In1 cooked food and
?r useful articles for sale. Tea
ously injured. Mrs. Hamilton will
be served.
cv. J. W. Strouit, I). D., who has stay in Rockland at 32 School street
n in town during the past six while lie is in the hospital.
ks. leaves tomorrow for MilIf you are satisfied with your work
!gc where he will pass the sutnisn’t that about all you require to
bring
contentment?—Jed Harris.
Ts. XI. C. Hamilton arrived Manfrom St. Petersburg Florida —in
MTiat New York thinks is trem^nlouse to a telegram suing her

her Jylui Csttrsvn was very svri- dvusly

unimportant.—Ethel Barry-

Dandelion Greens

Wanted
WANTED Experienced maid or house
keeper MRS. W. O. FULLER. 15 Beech St
T'I hi:*.______________________________ 60*63
WANTED office work.
Have had 2»vein-' experience. TEL. If»26-J.
60-62
WANTED—Position by a first cl^ss cook.
TEL .<08-R
60*62
WANTED Girl to care for small ehIdld
afternoons
MRS HARRY LEVY, 15 l’aark
60-62
WANTED Men. Tlie Fuller Brush C om
pany lias an opeulng foi» two men in local
territory. Call or write F. ROSS LANE. 20
Frederick St . Rockland.
00-01
WANTED At once married .man to work
on farm Good location for right party. E.
L KOSTER. Box 113. ,R<k kland. Tel 277-W
60*65
WANTED Room, board and care for a man
win. is an invalid. Tel. 351. KNOWLTON’S
MARKET.
59-65
WANTED Cooley creamery tank.
Tel
387-15. ARTHUR J. PIERCE, iBox 18. Rock
land__________________________________ 60*62 |
WANTED House lot in section bounded by
Union and Broadway. Pleasant ami Willow |
Sts., accessible to sewer and water. Stale i
location, and lowest cash price. Address X j
Courier-Gazette Office.
"
60-62 1
WANTED Man to work on Thorndike &
Hix Wharf. Most lie able to split atnl salt
fish A E SAUNDERS
59-61
WANTED Automobile generator and start
er work. Brushes in stock for all cars. Arma
tures turned and undercut for garages at
reasonable rates. Complete automotive elec
tro -1 service HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
to Ford Agency.
59-tf
WANTED Chamber nialtl at KNOX HOTEL.
Thomason.
59-61
WANTED Position as housekeeper by |
young woman with small child. Write BOX
53. Long Cove. IMe.
58*6(1 :
WANTED Second hand cook stoves, will
pav good prices. ROCKLAND H RNITVRE
CO. Tel. 427-R.
58-tf
.
.. 2.
•
s.
v ■x s
WANTED—Workingmen hoarders: clean,
airy rooms and best of hoard. Applv to MRS.
“Count your calories girls, and be sure your balanced diet contains enough sweets, potatoes,
A .1. BABBIDt.E, 25 Maverick St.. City.
57*62
juicy steaks and other energy building foods.” Out in Hollywood they are taking seriously the cam
paign for pep and energy producing diets. If you don’t believe it, glance above at the classroom
WANTED At once, experienced table girl.
Must come well recommended. PARK STREET
scene, with Miss Anne Reddick, dietitian, acting as teacher. The pupils are dancing girls, trained
CAFE Rockland. Tel. 1228-W
58-60
by Fanchon.
z
WANTED Giil tor general housewotk.
MRS DAVID Rl BENSTEIN, 6 Talbot Ave
Tel. 1285.
55-tf
W ANTED—To loan money on auto, house
W AN TS ALL TO KNOW
WARREN
R.AZCRVLLE
furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
Mrs. Clarence Madden. Jr., has
Tiie recent rain has put out the hold
cent per month on tinpai<l balances. KNOX
been spending a few days the past \
forest (ires, and crass and fruit FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. I'ostofflce.
Frank
Freeman
Tells
Local
52-tf
week in Augusta.
: - are now showing marked ini-

The senior class of Warren High
Friends About Value of P ovement.
School will serve supper at 6 o’clock
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Howard have
Sargon
at the Congregational Church. May 22. i
- . nt the week witli Mr. and Mrs
At the meeting of the ladies’ circle
HCreamer, and have also opened
“My strength and energy were far l’a house at their farm.
of ithe Baptist Church Ia*t Thursday
evening these officers were elected: ' beloxx’ par before I started taking i
Mrs. Edith Overlook who has been
Mrs. Chester Wyliie. president. Mrs Sargon. Everything I ate disagreed | in t'nion and Belfast returned to town
Edward Seavey, vice president: Mrs. j
.-.iturday and will open her house
William Russell, secretary and treas with me, my liver was out cf order ! i the summer at once.
urer. It was voted to have a sale of and I was continually troubled with
aprons, candy and fancy work, fol biliousness, dizzy spells and constipa
To Let
lowing the- regular supper July IT. tion. Over-active kidneys kept me
: • l.LT Five room 1 ou>» 3 Br<.idway
The committee in charge. Mrs. H. M.
iivHlern, for -mall t'ainil.x available
Purington. Mrs. Fred Wyliie. Mrs. ' getting up all through tlie night,
M.iv 21. EKNESTC DAVIS at FullerJohn Robinson. Mrs. Tena McCal breaking into my sleep and making j . bi-Davis,______________
60-62 |
lum. There aLso will be an entertain me nervous and out of sorts. I’ve not
» ’ T Six room house. Grace St.. iii'mIment. The circle announces that only gained in strength and energy .
ailah! .lun 1
ERNEST ' DAYkS
,• F-iller-Cobh-Pavts store._____________ 60-62
through the summer months the sup
since
I
started
Sargon
but
I've
gained
i' » LET NT., location for antique shop In
pers will be at 5.30 standard time,
ui >• on. Thomaston’s new (.en. Knox Meto accommodate those who are ob- eight pounds in weight besides. I Tin
;
il building should make this town a real ,
serving daylight time.
have a fine appetite, never have a n;.i.nrt unity for antique dealers.
H. H
The Farm Bureau meeting will bo trace of indigestion, my kidneys seem .-TiVEK Real Estate. Ill Lameroek St.
T ! 121.1.
60-62
held at the Montgomery Parlors on '•
normal. I sleep good and get up I TO LET Five room apartment, first Boor.
Wednesday. ’’Home Furnishing'’ will
.•,:r
High
School,
bith,
hot
and
cold
water.
be the topic for discussion. Miss mornings with all the strength and ! < : , tric lights, power and gas. cement cellar
Jessie Lawrence, home denwnstia- ! energy any man need^.
w?li set tubs, combination coal and gas range
kitchen. A most central corner location
tion agent, will be present. At noon
“Sargon Pills ended my bilious i in
H. H STDVLR. Real Estate. Ill L’.merock S’
a dinner will be served.
dizzy spells, put my liver in great j, Yel 12Q1.
____________ _ ___________ 60-62
Chester Wyliie entertained the
T v LET Tw ■ or ’lirce rooiV. furnished or
shape and my constipation is ended.'' unfurnished.
Boy*’ Choir Saturd .y evening.
Inquire 37 WILLOW ST. or
Oscar Starrett caught a four pound —Frank Freeman. 39-41 Bowdoin St.. Tel. 3t2-.M
salmon at Crawford Pond Sunday Boston)
TO l.FT- Two f irnlshed rooms for light
Adii Its onlv K. N. fiYLYEfi
morning.
Sargon may bp obtained in R' < k- housekeeping.
59-If
T-l. 864-J.
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., has accepted land fr< m The Corner Drug Storo. T’-K. 2 Cedar fir.
25 acres of fiel d. 8-loom
TO
LET
Farm.
an invitation to visit Golden Rod Ine.—adv.
60-It
house, large barn. breoder house. henhouse
Chapter. Rowland. next Friday. Sup
for 576 hens. Plenliv of wood and siivme blueberry land. < IE T.U.MAN, 1 11 3 \\ a rren.
per will be served at 6 o’clock stand
.59*62
T«l.
S 5
ard time. Members wishing trans
Eggs and Chicks
TO LET Seven room apartment, modern
portation please notify Mrs. Willis
BABY ('HIX. Wyliie s stiain S i Red, . I'onvenie'ices. garag,. -27." -|»er month. V F
Yinal.
58-tf
bred for eggs, type and color. State accredited , STCDLEY b ' Park S». Tel. l«80
Lawrence Mills of New York made for white diarrhoea. May, $18 per hundred :
TO LET T'licm u: of 6 r<>- . . Spring St.
!
•
aid.
Safe
arrival
guaranteed.
In
lots
a short visitt Sunday with Mr. an 1
Anolv 69 BEECH ST Tel 12-W________ 57-tf
of lO'io or over $2 less per hundred. F. H
Mrs. Jesse Mills.
TO LET Two-room furnished apartment
WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, .Me. Phone

GLENMERE

Warren 10-6.

52-tf

CHICKS

.At the Baptil
BABY
evenlns May JS. occurred the mar
riage of Arthur Smalley of Rock’, ind Your order received today and Chicks
and Miss Martha Carter of Port sen: out tomorrow. R. I. Reds, sta-te •
Clyde. Rev. A. A. Walsh performed tested, 100% free, for May delivery;
the ceremony, using tlie single ring $16 per 100. or $75 for 500. We deliv
service. They were attended at the er chicks to your door. V. R. WOOD
altar by Albert Gove and Ruth Mac MAN <& SON, Winterport, Me. Tel. I
37-31.
56-tf j
Donald of Owl's Head.

with private bath.

TEL. 211-M or 6<>0.

57-tf
TO LET Furnished tviumcnt at 47 North ,
Main St. Ail modern, electric lights, gas.
hate. Rent rt .iM. lab'.c. FLOYD L. SHAW
55-tf
Td. 4 22 K
TO LET Cottage house on Camden St. :
also 4 mom apartment on Summer St. Apply
MRS. FROST. 3 Summer St. Tel. 318-R
_____________ ________________________ 54-tf
TO LfcT Eight room house, modern, double
garage Tel. 916. SAM ( EL RI BENSTEIN
Park St.
54-tf

BLACK & GAY CANNERS, INC.
THOMASTON, MAINE.
r,9tf

Lost and Found

/IROi

preserve

’’Keeps the Foot Well”
for Men and Women

Summer Cottages and Board
If you nave a cottage to let or deaite suui
tuer boarders advertise the fact la thia pa
per where ‘housamb will read of D_______
FDR SALE Dr to let. eight room summer
cottage at Ingruham Hill, all modern improve
ments. Apply to GRIM KETT’S BABY iSHOP.
3!«3 M.ilil St._______________ _________ (,> ~s
TO LET - Six room cottage, furnished, suit
able for picnics, club meetings, weekends, or
for the season, three minutes walk from road,
near nice clean shore, row boat Included. For
terms, address MRS. JAuMES GREGORY
Vinalhaven. 'Me.
58*60
FOR SALE—Or to let summer cottage at
Ingraham Hill. 6 furnished rooms, electric
lights, city water, nice view of harbor. A bar
gain If sold at once. G. A. TARR. Tel. 614M or
232-W______________________
55-tf
TO LET—At Owl’s Head 7 room furnished
cottage, electric lights, two-car garage for
month of August. NELSON B. COBB, at
Fiiller-Cohh-Davh._____________________ 46-f
FDR SALE-Furnished cottage at Crescent
Beach. All modern improvements. LENA
K SARGENT. Tel 9M or 990-M.
52-tf

For Sale

COI LD YOl 1 SE $37.30 per week? We
can use two neat, courteous men If they can
qualify. Married men with car preferred.
References. See (MK. CHASE. Rockland Hotel.
6.31) to 9.00 p. m. dayliglit time. Thursday
tO-61
AM AZIN , \JAV OPI’DRTl NITY FD41QIEN
who want to make $11)00 to $10,000 this sum
mer. The Johnson [Motor Co., Waukegan, 111..
World's largest makers of Outboard Motors
and Boats is offering a special opportunity to
individuals or organizations to enter Sea Horse
Outboard Boat Livery business. Small down
payment, real profit, pay only while earning,
operation exclusive, national publicity. You
can clear from $i0(»0 to $over invest
ment this summer Write for full confidential
plan
JOHNSON MOTOR CO. Dept L 119.
Waukegan, Ill.
61*It
80 A. FARM, $1200. :4 mile off State road.
75 apple trees, bearing: 25 a. tillage: 20
wood, tttie pasture. 8 rm. house, good repair,
piazza : 10 ft. ham : shed : '2 acre crops ; great
" v
' D PEASE. Hc.t '1
LIGHTNING is nothing to lie fooled witli.
Are you sure your radio antenna is properly
proected by an approved appliance. Call 721
and our Service Man will look your installa
tion over and tell you the cost of proper pro
tection. Tliis estimate given without charge.
HOI Si;-.sHEKMAN. Inc., Electrical Spe
cialists.
59-tf
TO LET Attractively furnished 5 room
cottage, sleeping porch, flush toilet, electriclights. artesian well, at Meguntieook Lake.
Will let by month or for season. Address E.
PR.XTT, 61 South Main St._____________ 54-tf
PARTIES AT INTEREST take notice that
' I 1 nn ilonei of Navigation has granted
A. C. McLoon & Co., owner of the Ga. Sz— :
JOHN H. permission to change this vessels I
name to TF.XO1L No. 2.
59-62 |
~ Rot K AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
built and repaired: all kinds of lawn work,
by ihe lav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWLTO.N. ~| Brewster St. Tel. 467,________ 58*69
I SED ( ABS BOI (.HT AND SOLD, at H»9
Park St F P, KNIGHT.__________
53-1f |
MONEY TO LOAN op 1st and 2nd mort
gages KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 School St.
Opp, ivostofflce,_______
52-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST
Tel, loin
.
52-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland nalr Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. If C RHODHS. Tel. 519-J.
52-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGE?
and estates . up-to-date property, tn the gar
deu spot of .Maine—Penobscot Bay. Writ*
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
fast. Me.
52-tf

lowest price ever placed on a

.if

LOST Lady's shrine pin from ■.l.imerock
St. to tios|dtal.
Reward. /MRS. DANIEL
60-62
Ml NRO. 1H5 Limernck (fit
LOST Bunch of keys in leather key case.
Return Io THIS OFFICE.
66* It
I.osT Fiam a niavinu furniture leam from
Xnrtli Main via I'nlon Io Sva Si., a paste
board carton box. containing calcuilara ami
oilier small tilings. Finder please return Io
11'., Sea SI, place ami receive reward
lAliTBI UK K. Vllltk.

Miscellaneous

Animals Follow Trade.

You wouldn't think animals fol
lowed trades, but there are certain
of them who have a trade at Tlieir
nalltips, so to speak. Bees are ge
ometricians. The cells are so con
structed as with the least quantity
of material to have the largest
spaces and least possible loss by
Interstices. The torpedo, the ray,
and the electric eel are electricians.
The nautilus Is a navigator; he
raises and lowers his sails, casts
and weighs anchor, nnd performs
other nautical acts. Whole tribes of
birds are musicians. The heaver is
an architect, builder and woodcut
ter; he cuts down trees, and erects
houses and dams. The marmot Is
a civil engineer; he not only builds
houses, but constructs aqueducts
and drains to keep them dry. Tlie
white ants maintain a regular army
of soldiers. Wasps, are paper man
ufacturers. Caterpillars are silk
spinners. The squirrel is a ferry
man, with a chip or piece of bark
and his tail for a sail he crosses
the stream.

WANTED

Advertisements in tills column not to exceed
three lines Inserted pnee for 25 cents. 3 limes
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.

FOR SALE Farm. 75 acres. Lincoln Coun
tv. Al condition.
Close to everything.
Forcetl tn sell Ivefore June 1 at immense sa>
I ,
|’!i . \ii v low. Nice Iniibliii--' II)
• hiding large 115 ft. henhouse ami large barn
Fine pasture. An unusual bargain. Investi
gate Imiulre MOODY SIGN SHOP. 127 Mail
St. over K<> kland Savings Bank.
6<i*62
FPR SALE Plow. Ap(»ly 61 MECHAND'
ST Tel. 433-K______________
60-62
FOR SALE Brown enamel crib, praeticallv
new, 60x36. complete, $15.60 B. WATTS, in
Knox St., rhoniaston. Tel. 86._______ 60*62
FOIL SALE - 1925 Ford coupe, good con
dition. new rubber. Can be seen at 19
TRAVERSE ST.______________________ 66*62
FOR SALE One set Standard Computing
scales, used one year. Computing from 4c to $1.
Will xv I cheap. WILL.\RD S. FALES. 56

W •■

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S
440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND 1

20-tf

HOUSE LOTS
Available for homes now. In a good
neighborhood at Fair Prices’.

THE PERRY FIELD
Birch, Maverick, Frederick Streets
Smooth, level land to be equipped
with sewer. See the’ ground plans
at—

R. B. MAGUNE’S
600 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
S#-60

j ' J",

St

FOR SALE- Snapdragons. Asters. Pansies.
Zinnias, Marigolds. Petunias. Ten Weeks
Stock. Carnations and Tomato Plants
SIMON K. HART
< HARUES E WADE. 7(» Waldo Ave
Td.
MONUMENTS
.531-W,_______________________________ ♦0*62
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
FOR SALE Four full sized pkgs .new
42Ttf
flower seeds »nd one pound yellow Japanese
Onion JSets, 25c postpaid. MAINE SEED < O .
78 Elm St . Portlan.l, Me.______________60*It
FOR SALE -China closet and buffet.
MRS W F. STEARNS, 266 Park St.
■• ♦■l
FOR SALE Buick .M Six 4 pass, coupe
1927. Extra good. MRS. A. J. R1NES. War
ret). Me. Tel. Warren 3-22.
51-T-5I
FOR SALE—Dahlia bulbs, good kinds.
Mixed 56c doz Golden glow plants 16c each.
CASK OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
Tomato plants 20c doz MRS. E. W. SEAVEY
Warren. Me R F D. No 2. Box 09
59*61
FOB SALE Rug 9x1*2. crib, high chair,
baby’s gate, fireplace set. clothes wringer,
iron bed. stand and pillows with live geese
Everything priced one-half usual
feathers. MRS. WlLBl’R (ROSS, 27 (best
price. That the public appreci
nut St. Tel. I013-R.
59-61
ates our values is proved by the
FOR SALE- Three-burner oil stove, with
steadily increasing
number of
oven. In good condition. MRS. J. V. <I’L
59-tf
LI VAN. 183 J’leasant St. Tel I.T W
satisfied customers who recom
FOR SALE 25 ft x6 ft. Hacker design \
mend us to their friends. Don’t
bottom runabout, cedar plank, double cockpit.
let lack of ready cash keep you
6-46 Gray motor. New last year. Also Two
from inspecting our large stock.
New Class B A. C Outboard Racers, single
step, all m ihogany. Designed from two of
Come in—look around. A com
the fastest models iu the country. QCLNN
plete line of Household Furniture,
BROS , Eagle, Ale____________________ 59-76
Stoves. Desks, Safes and Musical
FOR SALE Used cars, including Model A
Instruments.
Ford 1 ton truck
Several cars to lie sold
with no down payments. FREDERICK I .
WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Tel. 392 M.
59-61
ROCKLAND
FOR SALE—Strawberry plants. Dunlap and
FURNITURE CO.
other varietleft, $1 per hundred, also one-horse
wagon, pair two it"!'’' wheels a h ROBIN
Formerly occupied by Rockland
SON, 12 Wadsworth St.. Thomaston. Tel. 41-13.
Telephone 427-R
58-60
Produce Co.
FOR SALE—Six-room house at Pleasant
41 Tillson Ave.
Roc kland
Garden, water in sink and 2 lots of land. $1356,
to he sold as rent. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
32S-Ttf
St.
57-tf
FOR SALE--Ford Kchan iu goou eouuiimti,
$5i». (Ford truck. $16: 1 set hard tires cheap.
CHARLTON D.ll ( ETTE, Pleasant fit., Rock
port. Me.
5i;*t;i
FOR SALE Hardwood fitted, $14: junks,
$12: long. $16: fitted limbs. $16: fitted soft
wood and slabs. $8: also lumber. T. J. CARROLL Tel. 263-21.
55-tf
FDR SALE Nine-foot showcases, meat
bench, radios, furniture and counters. ('. M
nHHx. 71 T1 llson Ave.___
55*66
FOR SALE- Raspberry plants. Cuthbert and
Victory, also strawberry plants. Priemer,
♦ doper and Howard 17. OVERNESS fiARK ESI AN. Rockland. Tel 568 W.
54-tf
FOR SALE- The Snow homestead. 26 Pacific
St.. Southend. Rockland. Hot water heat,
two flush closets, bathroom, -hot and cold
water. Connected with city sewer. Barngarage. Slate roof. Lot 213 bv 140 feet
Price $5666.60 WILLIS SNOW. ‘ See 'Free
man Young.
51-tf
FOR SALE—Five room house in Thomas
ton. barn, acre of land. $906. Can be paid
as rent. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park fit.. Rockland. Tel. 1080.
5i-tf
FOR SALE Dining table and six chairs
with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 161 -R
,_____________________________________ 35*tt
FDR SALE Fifty houses of all descriptions
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
talk over mv list If you wish to buv. ROBERT
C. COLLINS, 375 Main Si T, 1 77.
32-U
FOR SALE—Five room house, Stanley
Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern 1m
provements. double lot land. $1666. Can hf
Paid as rent with small payment down. V F
STUDLEY, 69 Park St Tel, 1»86._____ 52-1f
FOR fiAL'E -Or to let. seven room nouse'
with several acres land. Poultry house for
466 head, large barn, and several other out
nuildlngs. House has electric lights, hot and
cold water, artesian well, bath room. etc.
Every time we sell one of our
Several good business opportunities connected
Gcod Used »Cars, we make another
with this place which adjoins Rockland's new
$166,666 airport and only 5 mins, walk to Main
friend. Won’t YOU become friend
St. Priced for quick sale at one half of re
ly with us?
placement cost of buildings alone. H. II.
STOVER. iReal Estate, 111 Limerock fit.
Tel. 1261,__________
66-62
1929 Buick Sedan

Used Furniture
Sold

Spring Clearance Sale

MILLER’S GARAGE

STUDEBAKE R.

*895
TO $1125

ATTHt FACTORY

114-INCH
WHEELBASE

70

HORSEPOWER

Stud9bak9r Six four Door
Sedan, $9&5 at the factory. Bumpen and
spare fire extra.

STUDEBAKER SIX

MODELS AND PRICES

The greatest value in Studebaker’s 78 years of honest

merchandising . . .

Hydraulic shock absorbers ... Lanchester Vibration Damper

Double-drop frame ... Gasoline filter . .. Fuel pump ... Timken tapered roller bear
ings ... New Full Power Muffler ... Cam-and-lever steering ... Adjustable steering wheel
and seat...Drain engine oil only every 2500 miles...40 miles an hour even when NEW

Coope, 2-pfiss. ■••••••.•••

(895

Club Sedan..........................

935

Tourer..................................

965

Sedan ....................................

985

Coupe, 4-pas.......................

985

Regal Tourer ........................

1365

Regal Sedan............................

1085

Landau Sedan........................

1125

Fnces at the factory

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS

Park and Union Streets

A LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

Rockland. Maine

To Let
TO LET Tenement at 17 Maverick St.
SARAH HALL. 17 Maverick'St .
66-62
I TO LET All modern 5-room apartment,
' Brewster fit., corner of 'Cedar.
Heat and
garage. Applj the mln s shop, i-a.,, si
_________________ *66 - 6 5
Tf> LET—Furnished rooms for light housc*keep!ng : also rooms .by day or week. Applv
2 WILIXIW ST
60*62
TO LET Five room house. 1X2 Broadwav.
All modern
Apply W. K 1JUFKIN. 191
Broadway. Tel. 715-.I.
66-62
TO LET Apartment furnished or unfur
nished. DAVID Rl’BBNSTEIN. 6 Talbot Ave.
________________ _____________________ 48-tf
TO LET Apartment, 4 rooms in fine con
dition, $5 per week: garage. $3 per month.1
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC ST. Tel 436-M
_____________________________________ 52-tf
TO LET Well furnished apartment of three
rooms with toilet, piazza, shed and two private
entrances. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578 \\
_
__________________
50-tf
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 268.
52-tf
TO LET—Cottage. Bayside. Northport.
Eight rooms, fully furnished, electric lights,
running wafer, toilet, wide verandas. Twii
minutes from shore. P. O. and stores $>06
season. A. W. GREGORY.. Rockland.
51-tf

1928 Essex Sedan
1927 Chtyiler Roadster
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
1924 Studebaker Touring
1927 Pontiac Sedan
1928 Studebaker 4-Pass.
Coupe
1926 Ercex Coach
1928 Chevrolet Coach
1925 Buick Sedan
HOURS
WEEK DAYS, 7 A. M. to 6 P. M.
SUNDAYS.
8 A. M. to 1 P. M.

MILLER’S GARAGE
27 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 692-M
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They Had One on
the Old Man

Sleeveless

A&zz/Home

By MORRIS A. EPSTEIN

HE office of the Dally Chroni

Printed Silk Dresses

Suspicion
Tclewaswasrifeinthatconfusion.
tlie Old Man was go

ing to rend the riot act on efficiency
again. The entire force was on the I
J. C. Perry, visiting in Boston last
qui vive, from the girls at the
week, called upon his cousin. Gen.
classified desk to the managing ed
Adelbcrt Ames, who is in Phillips
itor himself.
An ominous ex
House following a recent surgical
pectancy hung on the air, and ex
operation. Though he is $5, the doc
ploded suddenly like a surcharge
tors say that the General’s physique
of dynamite when the announce
Grandparent honors have fallen is that of a man of 70 years, and hi/
ment catne from hendquarters that
Received yesterday afternoon 50 print
ra;pon Hear Admiral and Mrs. A. iS. full recovery is confidently expected.
the Old Man wished to see every
kF now of Brookline, ?.l«isst. in the
body—at once!
■birth of a son, on May .14, to Mr. and
Miss Grace Pinkerton of the Rock
dresses—new summer colorings, ladies’,
He saw everybody—at once. And
[Mrs. Sidney 1. Snow of Collingswood, land Commercial College has a posi
when they saw him they knew that
[X. J. The young man has taken on tion with A. T. Thurston.
Moses’ anger was waxing hot. lie
misses’ and half sizes.
the official .designation of .Alan Keatglared nt them savagely with a
ling Snow, thus perpetuating two
.\Ir. and Mrs. Cams T. iSpear of
lierceness that threatened another
llong-existent Rockland family names. Bangor spent Sunday in this city.
shake-up.
“There's too d—n much waste
Mr. and Mrs. A. II. Flood are eneffort in this organization. Got to
Mrs David Talbot and Mrs. Wil
fcoute from their Burlingame, Calif..
stop I Understand? Got to stop!
liam D. Talbot arc giving a luncheon
I’.offie nnd will soon open their sumDRESS DEPARTMENT
You're a bunch of ants, working
and audit n next Saturday, the for
|ner |da< <• at Holiday Beach.
mer event being at the Thorndike
like a power house and getting ao
SECOND FLOOR
place. Wasted effort. Misdirected
Hotel and the latter at 73 Talbot
The JY.P.B. will meet at the home
energy. Ants! The ant may he
avenue.
of Miss Frances Hammond. Camden
a
model of industry, but there’s no
Street, at 7 o'clock Wednesday evemarket for ant hills!
Mrs. Chauncey Keene was hostess
In ing. All members are asked to take
“I provide you with the most uplin the money that has been saved t i the T Club Friday evening at her
to-date newspaper building in tlie
home on North Main street.
I for the missionary fund.
Mr«. Nora Waller of Wollaston,
state, modern equipment, new de
CAMDEN
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs
vices, every facility for intelligent
Friends of Mrs. John L. Tewksbury
Mr. and Mrs. Cams T. Spear and J. E. Stevens, Talbot avenue.
Wesley Davis and nephew Law
work. And yet, like sprawling ba
who has been jll and under the care
rence E. Mills of 'New York were here daughter Dorothy extended courtesies
bies, you use things awkwardly,
< f Miss Grace Richards. R. X. will be
to attend the funeral services of the to several of the Rockland delega
Mrs. Adriel I'. Bird leaves today
break tilings that should never he
pleased to learn that she is now con
late Mrs. -Samuel Rankin in West tion attending the recent music con
for a short visit in Boston.
broken, and misuse tlie very tools
valescing.
vention in Bangor.
Rockport, Sunday.
that are created for your special
Orman Hopkins js employed for
purpose. Ant hills!"
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Newton the summer in Ora R. 'Brown’s
Carl Cassens was called to Belfast
The Missionary Society of the Con
The berserker’s glance swept the
j vesterday by the illness of his sister, gregational Church will be enter and children Winona and Norma mo- market.
room like a hot wind.
tored Sunday to Augusta where they j
.Mrs. Agnes Knowlton will enter
k Mrs. T. V. Stuart.
tained ’ by Mrs. Laforest Thurston.
were Joined by Mr. Newton’s mother. tain the Friday Auction Club this
“Every time Henderson receives
Did County Road. Wednesday at 2.45,
a new volume for the editorial
Mrs. W. L. Benner went to Boston daylight time. Please note change Mrs. George L. Davee of South Paris week at her 'home on -Pearl street.
rooms, he breaks the binding when
Arthur O’Keefe arrived from Cin
and Lexington. Masp., Thursday for in hour. Reviews of books and the who will be their guest for a time.
he opens it. Ant hills! Wilcox
cinnati Saturday to spend the sum
a week’s visit. She visits her daugh report of the Maine Missionary
Insists on shaking the entrails out
Capt. A. B. Norton and Clarence mer in Camden.
ter in the latter place.
Council meeting at Wood fords will
of his fountain pen whenever he
Haraden have returned from a week
Mr. and Mrs. C. \V. Reed have ar
be features of the program.
uses It, nnd tattooes a green ink de
end fishing trip at ltangeley Lakes. rived from Florida where they spent
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
sign on tlie new slx-fifty-a-ynrd lino
Arlington.
.Mass.,
were weekend
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., Mrs. Laforest There were six others from Portland the winter and have jopened their
leum. Ant hills! Then tlie dumb
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Sim j Phurston. Mrs. Joshua X. Southard in the party, among them being cottage in High street for the season.
janitor In mopping it up uses a
mons, Willow street.
Mrs. Chauncey Keep arrives today
and Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon motored Harry Sanborn
caustic soap tiiat eats up the design
from Chicago to spend the summer at
i to Lewiston Saturday where they atas well as tlie linoleum, just ns
Miss Mabel Fernald resumed her i tended the field day of the literary
Mr. and Mrs. Lester A. Henderson. Tim’ierelyffe on the Belfast road.
surely as any acid will eat the cork
duties at the Rockland National department of the Maine Federation Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Henderson and
Mis. William Pattangall of Au
Rank yesterday after two weeks’ of Women’s Clubs at Bates College. Arthur Henderson of North New gusta will be the speaker at the meet
out of a bottle. More ant hills!"
vacation spent as the guest of Mrs. The attendance was extremely grati Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon ing of the Camden Garden Club, Fri
By this time they were all sit
ting dangerously near the edge of
I Samuel Weatherly at Swannanoa, fying and the entire program was Leavitt of North Anson were the day. May 23.
I X. C.
There will be no meeting of Cam
chairs waiting with taut nerves for
carried through successfully.
The weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
den Rotary Club today as a large
fire crackers to explode under
outstanding feature was the lecture Willis H. Anderson, Union street.
I Mrs. Clara Orff of Jefferson was by Prof. Robert Emmons Rogers
number of the members are in Wa
them. •
pin the city Saturday.
“Always doing the right tiling
of the Massachusetts Institute of
Mr. and Mrs. Waller V. Wentworth terville attending the District Conwrong. Saw Jimson the other day,
Technology, whose topic was "Our of Old Town railed on friends in the ! ference of Rotary, being held in that
Mrs. Harold' Connon and daugh Changing American Literature." In city Sunday on their way Jiome from city.
regulating tlie eighty-dollar watch
ter Lucille have arrival home from his analysis of literature for the last the Bowdoin track meet.
Frederick -Tagels of Portland and
you gave him with a fifty-cent pen
Boston., where for the past week century. Prof. Rogers grouped it into
Alvin Jagels of the U. of M., spent
knife. I’ll bet a boiler to a cinder
Miss Lucille received orthopedic three sections. The first he called
| the weekend with their mother Mrs.
that half of you men shave with dull
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
F.
Glover
mo

treatment.
razor blades. Ant hills!”
the aristocracy of literature, which tored Sunday to Bangor, accom I Frederick Jagels.
Mrs. William Caminoni and daugh
By this time the Old Man was
includ 'd Emerson. Holmes and their panied by Mrs. Frances Carr, who
At a party recently given hy Mr. contemporaries. In the second group
ter Veronica of 'Oyster Bay. X. Y..
pounding tlie desk furiously. The
has
been
in
tlie
city
for
several
days.
, and Mrs. X. W. Benner of Lewiston, which he termed as "genteel litera
* have opened their home on Ocean
staff sensed that “ants” was to
I the engagement of their daughter, ture." he included Thomas Bailey
avenue for the summer.
be the new shibboleth.
QUINN-ALAJOKI
Miss Helen Frances Benner, to
J- lin Borland of Chicago is spend“Learn to do things right It re
Aldrich. Wiliam Dean Howells and
Allan B. Smith of Providence was an Robert Louis Stevenson. The third
j ing a few days in town. His mother,
quires no more energy. There are
Announcements
have
been
rereive
1
nounced.
Miss
Benner in
the
i Mrs. I. .1. Borland, arrives later in
two ways to do everything, but only
group was the "rough neck" modern
of tlie marriage of Miss Lempe Al.a- i the season to open Xodoneyo for the
I capacity of president of the Phil
one of them is the right way. Miss
writers, such as Carl Sandburg, Euharmonic Club r f Lewiston-Auburn | gene O’XeH, Theodore Dresier and Jokl. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gust j summer.
Ilanspn, you—you are a decidedAlajoki of Chicago, to George Aile •
has formed many Rockland friends
Regular meeting of Meguntieook
most emphatic blond. Why do you
Sherwood Anderson. He maintained
Quinn of Rockland, which tot k place (Grange Wednesday evening.
during exchange programs with the
Insist on using brunette rouge?
that the modern writers have a
•
«
•
*
Rubinstein Club, attending the M. F.
in Chicago, April 17. The ceremony
And you, Simpson, you’ve got no
1 worm’s-eye view of the United
M. C. conventions, etc., who will learn
was performed at the bride’s home
Seed-Glidden
business smoking fifteen-cent Oro
i States and the world in general, but
of the engagement with interest. Mf. i they write of things as they are and and was quite an elaborate function.
Miss Hazel Etta Glidden. daugh
nas. You don't know how. You
Smith is also a graduate of Bates
Mr. Quinn was graduated from Rock ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ava S. Glidden
lay them down and let them dry
in the. language of the street and
’27 (cum laude). die was prominent
land High School ’23 and attended of Camden, wasainited in marriage to
out. The edge of your desk looks
the baseball field. Other features of
in musical activities at college. For
the Bartlett School of Tree Surgerv Sidney Thurlow Seed of Providence
like It had been in a fire. And
the day included an organ recital by
the past two years he has been head
you two flappers nt the classified—
Prof. Selden T. Crafts, head of the at Stamford. Conn., for two year.', by Rev. Ralph H. Hayden at the St.
of t!he science department at the
since when he has been travelling Thomas Episcopal Church at high
you were both off two days last
Bates music department, selections by
Moses Brown School in Providence
week with indigestion. I knew you
the Rates Girl's Glee Club, speeches for that concern, chiefly tlirougli the noon today. The single ring service
and is conductor of the Providence
Middle West where his work has won was used The church was decorated
would he. You were eating green
by Prof. Robert G. Berkleman, Prof.
I Junior Symphony Orchestra com
signal success for him.
with pink snapdragons and white
bananas for lunch the day before. I
Blanch T<|wnsend Gilbert and Prof
posed of musicians from 14 to 18
spirea. The bride wore a gown of
saw you. Ripe ones are just as
Edwin M. Wright., all oi
PlRlJ
I years of age.
white crepe de chine and carried
cheap, and a whole lot easier on
TENANT’S HAREOR
faculty.
bride l oses. The happy couple were
your stomach. Will you ever grow
Mr. and Mi s. V. F. Sttidlcy and Mr.
attended by Mr. and Mrs. John
up. all of you?
Mrs.
Charles
Rawley
has
returned
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Emery
and
and Mrs. A. D. M< rey spent the week
Hughes.
Mrs. Hughes wore oyster
"On tiiat Inst assignment you
home
from
Rockland.
She
spent
tlie
two
children
were
guests
of
friends
end at East Orland on a fishing trip, i
chiffon and carried sweet peas. The
had, Hopkins—the Fourth street
weekend in Augusta with her daugh
in Camden over the weekend.
b ide is a registered nurse, having
raid—you never got there until it
ter Mrs. Elmer Smith.
!
Rev. E. jO. Kenyon has arrived
been graduated from Knox Hospital
was all over, because your battery
Don’t forget the date of tlie Re
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie, Mrs. Flor
I home from a three weeks’ vacation
in Rockland, but for the past few
went dead. Did you ever try to
bekah
District
meeting
to
be
held
in
ence
McMillan
and
Miss
Katherine
trip to New York, Boston, Portland
months has been tin a hospital in
put water In it every thirty days?
Odd
Fellows
hall.
May
28.
afternoon
Keating
motored
to
Bangor
Friday
and other points.
Providence. The bridal march from
I looked over your car yesterday,
where they attended the Eastern and evening. Supper will lie servyd Lohengrin was played by Mrs. Ethel
to see whether you leave the caps
at
6
o'clock.
All
members
are
re

.Maine
Festival
concert
that
evening,
Albert McCarty motored to Orono
Lee Hayden.
Following the cere
off your tire valves. You do. What
Another quested to furnish food, as a large mony. a wedding reception was held
Sunday accompanied by Atwood ! singing in the chorus.
do you think they make 'em for?
Levensaler, Carl Thurston and Rob- j familiar face in the chorus was that company is expected.
at the home of the bride on Spring
More nnt bills! And Mrs. Reed"—a
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peterson and street. Mr. and Mrs. Seed leaving
ert McCarty, who were home from , i f Miss Katherine Yeazle who was
slow, deadly pause—“Quit sucking
the University of Maine over the i among the group from the Univer son John have moved here from Rum later in the day for Providence, where
your pencils In the future! They're
sity of Maine. In the audience were ford.
weekend.
they will make their future home.
not candy. It softens the lead,
Miss Mercy Fuller’ anived from The presents were many and beauti
noted Mrs. Lilian S. Copping, Mrs.
warps the wood, poisons your
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leach of E. F. Berry, and Mrs. W. E. Morgan Boston Saturday and is a guest of ful.
Congratulations are extended
mouth. It is not—”
her sister Mrs. Richard Peterson.
Bangor were guests Sunday of Mr. all of this city.
to the young couple and they have
Just then Edson, who was hold
Edw. Fuller and family returned the best wishes of a ‘host of friends
and Mrs. E. (’. Moran Jr.
ing down the day desk, hurst Into
Miss Florence Smith of North Monday to their home ill Attleboro. for years of future happiness.
tlie meeting in wild excitement.
Mass.
Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw’ of North Haven Haven was in the city Saurday.
“Mr. Pennypacker! Pardon me,
Mrs Bertha Maxwell arrived Sat
was a visitor in the city Saturday.
FRIENDSHIP
sir, for Intruding. But—It—It just
A bridge partj^is to be given at urday and will spend the summer
came In on the phone, sir! Your—
Scott Young who has been in this Grand Armv HaH this evening under with her daughter Mrs. Harry Pater
your country home burned down
Mr. anil Mrs. Eugene A. Clark of
city, Boston, Southboro, Gloucester the auspices of the Auxiliary of Sons son.
tills morning, sir!"
The Past Grands Association will Fi aniingham. Mass., are spending
and other places in Massachusetts on of Union Veterans, with Mrs. Statia
“What's that?" bellowed the Old
be held here May 21. Supper will lie several weeks at their summer home
business for nearly three weeks re Harmon as hostess.
Man. “Where was the fire depart
ht returned to Matir.icus Saturday.
served.
ment?"
.Miss Evelyn Goidey of Portland
Mrs. Amelia Taylor was a weekend
The musical tea conducted under
“Well, sir, they got there too
Mrs. Sadie Leach sails from New the auspices of the Pratt M. E. guest of her daughter Mrs. Edgar sper.i: the weekend with her parents.
late. Tlie chief said they couldn’t
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 11. Blown.
York June 20 on the Steamship Car- Epworth League Saturday at the Brown of Rockland.
help It.”
Tlie funeral of the late Albert J.
mania for a European trip of sev Fuller-Cobb-1-fcivis
store
netted
The Old Man turned to his aston
eral weeks which will take her to about $20. and proved to be a de
Community Chest Campaign June 3. .-■‘mmons, who died Wednesday, was
ished staff triumphantly. Here was
:eld at the Advent Church Sunday
England. France, Germany. Austria. lightful affair. Tea was served at Be prepared.—adv.
I afternoon.’ Mr. Simmons had been an unexpected catastrophe that lent
Switzerland. Italy and Czecho-Slo- individual tables, with incidental
vakia. The trip, one of the Temple music furnished by an Orthophonic
Preliminary census reports are that in ill health for some time but his final nnd clinching power to his ar
gument. What was the financial
Tours, is being made with 25 musi Victrola loaned for the occasion by American villages are doomed. There I death was hastened by the measles.
cians under the direction of Dr. Leroy L. W. Fickett of the Maine Music Co. is no longer room for them between He is survived by his wile Gertrude loss compared with the exultancy of
his spirit. With a magnificent, con
jiBramliall). a daughter, Amy Steh’Campbell
founder.
director
and Mrs. Ruth Koster Hoch as general the filling stations.—Dallas News.
teacher of the Warren Conservatory chairman was assisted by Miss Bur; bins and a granddaughter, Ethel clusive sweep of the hand, he snort
of Warren. Penn. It will be Dr. dell Strout and members of the
Stebbins, all of Friendship, and a ed In disgust:
“Ant hills again!”
Campbell’s 17th European tour under League.
brother, Jean Simmons of Waldoboro.
z
“Yes, sir," said Edson, weakly.
•uch conditions. On shipboard he
Maurice Hall ol' Portland spent tho
—
“That’s right, sir.”
will give lectures on musical appre
;
weekend
here.
Frances, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
“Edson, you're fired! What In
ciation. musical history, art with
Balph Cleveland of Monhegan was
Hector Tyler of Cambridge, Mass.,
the h—1 are you talking nbont?"
particular stress on stained glass
iu
town
Sunday.
“About ants, sir. You see—I
windows. e4<\. to prepare the group (formerly of this city) is convalescing
There will lie no moving pictures
got the fire chief on the phone
for visits to the leading musical and from a Jong siege of scarlet fever.
at the Playhouse May 21. Pauline
right away—for the details, you
art centers of Europe. Landing at
Frederick with William Courtenay.
know—and he told me they’ve been
Plymouth. England, the first part, of
Among those from Rockland and
Myrna laiy and Conway Tearle in
the tour will be devoted to a three vicinity attending the annual con
j “Evidence" will lie the feature pic- having trouble lately with those ru
ral nlarm boxes. You see. sir, they
days auto trip in that country. Other vention of the State Federation of
1 ture May 24. followed by dancing
discovered that black nnts have
features will include visits to tlie Music Clubs at Bangor last week
witli Pieties six-piece singing or
been filling the alarm boxes with
memorials of t-he famous musicldns. were Mrs. Donald P. George, Miss
chestra from Augusta.
fine wood particles, which Impaired
Hath. Haydn. Schubert. Wagner, etc.: Alcada Hall, Miss Elizabeth Creigh
Elliot Prior is suffering with ery
the mechanism of the box. That’s
organ recitals and other m^isicales; ton and Miss Kay Turner, of Thom
From choice seed in a fine sipelas in both feet.
why they didn't get the alarm, sir 1”
the operas "Tristan and Isole” and aston: Mrs. E. F. Berry, Mrs. W. E.
In addition to personal note? regarding [
I departures and arrbals, tUis department espeIcially desires Information of social happenings, i
[parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by null ori
[telephone will he gladly received.
^TELEPHONE ....................................... ........... 770

is the

HOME

$13.50 - $16.50

Summer
Use
Summer Comfort Comes Through the Use

of Porch Furniture—Hammocks, Swayers,

Chairs, Curtains, Etc.

HE smart shops are full of

— adorable gowns with
Tnothemsleeves
at all. Once in a
while Dame Fashion does relent
and give the Fair Sex something
that is comfortable as well as
smart. How good these sleeve
less gowns will feel when the
thermometer is creeping upward
to ninety in the shade! Never
theless, many women are hesitat
ing to wear them. Last year's
sun-tan left the arms all fuzzy,
and the fastidious woman hesi
tates to expose them to sight.
The New York debutantes have
solved the problem for them
selves, and others are fast fol
lowing suit. They simply zip
their arms free of hair and then
enjoy the comfort of sleeveless
frocks throughout tho summer
months.
HIS TITLE "MESSENGER”

We Fill Every Summer Necessity—Cash or Terms

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
31 3-319 Main Street,

Analysis of five hundred recorded 1
conversations is said to have shown
that the vocabulary of telephoneusers is extremely limited. This ir
greatly to their credit.— Punch.
'

Mello-glo Prevents
Shiny Nose I

|
MFH.LO-C.LO Face Powder is pre
ferred by beautiful women because It
leaves no trace of pastiness, flakiness
. or irritation.
Stays on longer—no
shiny noses’ Made by a new French
j»roces» — prevents
large.
pores.
Spreads more smoothly—gives a
youthful bloom.
Very pure.
Use
MELLO-GLO Face Powder.
It’s i
wonderful. Corner Drug Store and j
fll) other good stores,

Morgan. Mrs. Victor Atwood, Mrs.
Lilian S. Copping, Mrs. Warren C.
Noyes, Mrs. Edward Benner, Miss
Mabel Holbrook. Mrs. Ira Perry, Mrs.
Dean and daughter Florence, Mrs.
Crosby French and daughter Lucy,
Flora Colson,. Rufch Dondis. Hugh
Benner. Marion Harvey, Virginia
Connon. Emma Harding, Eleanor
Bradbury, Marjorie Smith, Ruth
Thomas. Dorothy Munro, Madeline
Hawley and Helen Pietrosky. Miss
Hall and Miss Creighton represented
the Rubinstein Club in the Senior
Clubs concert Thursday evening,
playing as' a piano duo Chabrier’s
‘♦Espana.” The number was given
brilliantly and proved to be one of
the outstanding features of the ex
tremely fine program. Ruth Dondis
and JFlorence Dean in a toe dance,
“Valse Bleu,’’ represented the Junior
Harmony Club, winning hearty ap
plause by their grace and charm.
Mrs. Noyes accompanied the dancers,
Mrp. E. F. Berry was elected third
vice president and Miss Caroline
Littlefield was named a director.

range of colors

Choose your own at the

Silsby Greenhouses
253 Camden Street

or order through our store

Let’s make this

“PANSY WEEK”

The
Little Flower Shop
“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

54-tf

Adrian Mnrchan. recently employed
at McCarthy’s drug store, Rockland,
has accepted a position at Bossa's
drug store.
Mr. and Mrs Eimus Morse, Miss
Eleanor Morse. Roger Morse, Mr.
land Mrsr. Robert H. Libby and
daughter Nancy and Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Feyler .and daughter Doro
thy (if Thomaston spent the weekend
here. ‘
Mrs. Levi Noyes returned home
Saturday after spending ften days
visiting relatives and friends in Bos
ton and Portland.
I'ranias I). Winchenbaugh had a
1 slight accident to his ear Sunday
when tlie eh.anfl’eur employed by
Russell Cooney of Brooklyn, N. Y..
backed Unto it as he was coming
along Main street in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Emily Davis of Waldoboro
celebrated her birthday Sunday by
spending the afternoon witli Dr. and
Mrs. W. H. Hahn.
. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter have
■moved into the Morton house at the
'corner recently vacated t.y Mr. and
.Mrs. Melvin Jiurns.

A prize bull belonging ti» Mrs. Ruth
as sold ot
Hanna McCormick's herd(1 w
was
olettion day for $300. That w ill makt
a place in her barn for Scnatoi
Dcneen's goat. -Beloit News.

But This Busy Official
Probably
Responsible For Saying "Let Gecrge
Do It”

The work placed upon the Governor
and Council by law requires so much
detailed investigation thait in addi
tion to the Secretarv of State, who
records the meetings of the council,
that body has use »f< r the full time
services of a ‘‘messenger.’’
A considerable part < f the work
of the messenger to the Governor and
Council is connected with the welifare
work of the State, such a< the inves
tigation of claims of cities and towns
for support of state poor, tlie granting
of pensions to the needy blind and to
Civil and Spanish War pensioners and
vheir dependents.
iXearly 700 blind persons receive
$110,000 in aid from the State every
year. The blind pension was inaugu
rated by the 1915 Legislature with a
$15,00.) appropriation, to aid approxi
mately 104) persons. The State also
pays $8000 per year for the education J
of approximately 20 blind children.
Most of these are sent to the Perkins
Institute for the Blind or the .Massa
chusetts School for the Blind.
‘State pensions to Civil and Spanish
War veterans have greatly decreased
in the past few years, due to increased
federal pensions and decreased num
bers of the veterans and their w idow s.
The State law grants aid only in cases
where it is needed, while the govern
ment pension is a service pension, not
based upon the needs of the veterans.
Prior to 1925 the 'full time services
of a State pension agent were re- i
quired. Xow the Messenger to the
Governor and Council supervises
the distribution of tlie $10,000 in pen
sions in connection wiith his other
duties.
George W. Leadbetter. formerly of
Rockland, was appointed messenger
25 years ago and lias served at tho
pleasure of the Governor and Coun
cil ever since.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

“WIDE OPEN'’
All Talking-Laughing

I’he cm’ an a sing
prialicameats of a ti:n
id 1 a lieair.

MIRTH!
MYSTERY!

SUSPENSE!
SURPRISE!
IT’S A WOW!

WITH

EDWARD HORTON

PATSY RUTH MILER

1

LOUISE FAZENDA
—ALSO—

“Sportlight”

We bet President Hoover's reaction
to his new grandt hild was, "Well,
thank the JliOrd. I don’t have to get it
ratified, by tlie Senate.’’—Ohio State
Journal.

and

Mack Sennett Comedy

TODAY ONLY

“YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN”

CLAUDETTE COLBERT, CHAS. RUGGLES
PUBLIX
Home of
Paramount
Pictures
Tel. 892

SHOWS
2.00, 7.00, 9.03
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

Pansv
Plants

"Parsifal’’ at Bayreuth: a trip up the
Rhine: the Mozart Festival at Salz
burg, and the {Passion .I’lay at Oberainmergau. Bavaria. The party will
sail for the United States on the
Steamship Aurania Sept. X from
Cherbourg, France. In view of the
long illness Mrs. Leach underwent in
the late winter, it is particularly
gratifying that she can make the
trip as originally planned.

Rockland, Me.

A rough neck sky scraper king yet
he rides rough shod over conven
tions—refuses to take no for an
answer—
mightier than “the mighty
is

George Bancroft

(Copyright.)

IN

Famous Saying

“Ladies Love Brutes”

The words, “a stable of stupid
cattle that stumbled at every step,”
represent Gen, Charles Lee's opin
ion of the Continental congress.
White Gold
White gold consists of gold, alloy
and silver. Green gold is a blend
of gold, alloy and copper.
Put-Up Job

When a man steals a kiss the
robbery is generally well planned—
by the girl.

A LSO

Clark & McCullough
“All Steamed Up”
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
NOW SHOWING

MARILYN MILLER
IN

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorg&n, Tel. 106-R
(1-70

“SALLY”
A Publix
Theatre
Tel. 409

PARK

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

Every-Other-Day
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“In Spite of the Devil

MAKE

99

ROCKLAND 9000

It Can Be Done If All Who Were Not Enumerated Will
Follow Supervisor’s Request

WARDENS UNIFORMED

"THE SUNSHINE CITY”

Com’r Stobie Takes Men Out Fourteen Rockland Visitors
Registered In "St. Pete’
of "Gumshoe” Class—An
Last Winter
other Change Likely

WALK-OVEIl

If you were not enumerated, or if you have any doubt, fill out the
coupon and mail to—
FRED R. WAI.TON, Supervisor Census
Auburn, Maine
On April 1, 1930, I was living at address given below, but to the
best of my knowledge I have not been enumerated, either there or
anywhere else.

Historic Stream Sees
Engineering Feat

Name ......... . ................................ .................................................................................

PUYTEN DUYVIL, the brack
ish and frequently turbulent
body of water separating Manhat
tan from the mainland, which was
the setting for one of the best
legends of the early Dutch colon
ists, was the scene a few days ago
Giant derricks on a fleet of barges lowered the great
of an engineering feat that is
cluster of wrought iron piping Into the river.
attracting widespread interest.
Something of the same spirit of
for some weeks past for its strength and rust-resisting
determination which fired the hap problem
engineering department of the qualities even in Colonial times.
less Dutch trumpeter, central fig the
New York Central Railroad. All A total of 23,400 feet of heavy
ure in this legend, front whose the high tension lines necessary wrought iron piping were ordered
exploit Spuyten Duyvil got its to supply electricity for the entire by the engineers. This material,
name, was displayed by the west side improvement of the rail perhaps the oldest of metals,
engineers who directed this opera road had to cross Spuyten Duyvil. seems to defy time and the ele
tion.
Obviously they must be linked to ments.
Trumpeter Drowned
the lines on both banks in a man
According to the story which ner that would preclude all pos
Delicate Operation
has survived since the days when sibility of interruption of service.
Assembled into lengths of 650
New York was the village known
The lines, of course, had to go feet, the thirty-six ducts were
as “New Amsterdam," upon tho under the canal.
Submarine yoked together with wrought iron
sighting of the hostile British fleet cables were not considered be bolts in four layers of nine
entering the harbor, this trump cause of the ever-present danger lengths to the row. Then, filled
eter was dispatched to warn and of fouling.
Similarly, certain with oil to ease the operation of
summon the upland farmers to types of piping were discarded drawing the power lines through,
the defense of the settlement. because of the danger of broken the piping was placed on barges
Reaching the stream, he found its joints and leakage. The long duct which brought the many-ton load
waters so rough that no one lines had to be bent many degrees into position over a previously
would undertake to ferry him to fit the contours of the river dredged trench. Bent to conform
across. V,'hereupon he is reputed bed. Yet another consideration to the bottom of the stream, the
to have exclaimed that he would that had to be met was that re great bundle of piping was then
cross “in spite of the devil,” and sulting from the high corrosive lowered under the supervision of
plunging into the water, was action of the salt water. It was a a diver who guided the operations
drowned in a vain attempt to large undertaking.
by signals from the under-water
swim to the opposite bank.
trench.
Choose Old Metal
The distance across the stream,
Since traffic on the canal had
now equally well known as the
The material that finally pro to be suspended, a Sunday was
Harlem Ship Canal, is approxi vided the railroad engineers with chosen for the operation which
mately six hundred feet. A prob the means for successful solution was completed by the Merritt,
lem for the trumpeter, these six of their problem was one that Chapman and Scott Corporation
hundred feet also have been a was well known, and prized for in less than a day.

S

HOLIDAY EXCURSION

Plans have l>een completed by offi
cials of Eastern Steamship Lines in
connection with a special Mem rial
Day weekend excursion from Bangor,
Bar Harbor. Brooklin, and Rockland
and all intermediate points to Boston
and return. Special low rate fare
schedule will prevail for this excur
sion. the fare being the one way fare
plus $1 for the round trip. It is ex
pected that many people will take ad
vantage of the special round trip fare
rate as many inquiries have been re
ceived regarding an excursion on this
line over Memorial Day. In order
to give pair ns plenty of time to make
any < ne of the several sailings, it has
been decided to begin the excursion
service May 26 and include the sail
ings of May 27. May 28. and May 29.
Tickets will he good returning on any
day up to and (including June 5.
Sailings on this line have become
daily except Sunday from all points.

SEED TIME IS HERE
We have a splendid assortment of

VEGETABLE, FLOWER
GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS

Listen In

Every kind of seed that long experience as
seedsmen has demonstrated will thrive well in
Maine soil and climate.

T uesdays

8.00 P. M.
WCSH

SEE PAGE TWO

Kendall &.

of our Catalog about FREE Seed offers.
If inconvenient to call at our store, write for
catalog and order by mail
Satisfactory service guaranteed

Whitney

Ruralists

(930)
FARM,

DAIRY

and

POULTRY

SUPPLIES

SEEDS

Kendall & Whitney
FEDERAL and

THE

TEMPLE

STS.

PCRTLAYD

MAIYL

ARTIST'S

K I

WIFE

Thinks in terms of Beauty

"The efficiency and economy
of an Insulated Glenwood
Gas Range are too well
known to needfurther praise from me.
—What pleases me most, is the charm
that Glenwood beauty gives to my
kitchen."

SAYS:
LENWOOD has always been the

G

accepted standard of economy
and efficiency in gas ranges. But this
year Glenwood is more desirable than
ever, for new beauty of design and finish
now make Gienwood LOOK as good
as it really IS—and that's saying a lot!

You will be delighted with the appear
ance of the new Insulated Glenwood
Gas Ranges. Without sacrificing an iota
of conve-l ence or compactness—with
out descending into the freakish or the
bizarre—Glenwood designers have
built a range fit io stand proudly in the
handsomest homes.

Your first glimpse of the new Insulated

Glenwoods will tell

you more than

columns of type. Why not see them

tomorrow at our salesrooms? Prices and
terms both will please you.

INSULATED
GlenwooJ^^
Gas Ranges

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta,

Bath,

Gardiner,

Rockland,

Waterville

i20. ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD COOKING EQUIPMENT

Street and Number .................................................................................................

City ........... ......................................................................................................................

MAINE REGATTA CIRCUIT
Big Motor Boat Event, In Which Camden Will Figure, Is
Being Moulded Into Shape

(By John Lodwick)
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries
and Game, George J. Stobie. says:
St. Petersburg. Fla., May 15—Rock
“We are now taking what we con land had its largest representation of
sider a very material step forward in residents passing the winter months
the improvement of our warden serv
ice by placing all of our wardens in in "The Sunshine City,” registration
uniform. This will place them on the records at the local Chamber of Com
same footing as other law enforce merce show, with 14 names being
ment officers and take them out of written upon the books during that
the ‘Gum Shoe class.’ This will also time of the year when ice and snow
give the public much better service cover the Northland
Railroad. City and Chamber of
due to the fact that wherever a
sportsman meets a uniformed warden Commerce officials estimate that
he knows that he is talking to a real i 245.000 tourists visited here during
warden and that he can ask and get the season now coming to a close
the correct answer to his questions. with the advent of summerlike I
IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
It is our hope that the public will weather in the North. Sixty per j
Main Spring* Arch. If you
look upon the wardens as friends and cent of the toui’sts came by automo
have no foot troubles . . .
advisers rather than enforcement bile: 36 per cent by rail, and the re- I
officers.
maiiwler by air and water. A total of
again . . . Main Spring Arch.
“If our people will cooperate with 45.563 registered their names and "
It is insurance against foot
us and with this warden force it will addresses with the Chamber of Com
troubles and foot fatigue.
l>e hut a few years before wonderful merce information bureau.
Let us show you.
During their stay in St. Petersburg,
results will be obtained, hut a few
years before our oldest inhabitants the sojourners devoted their time to
will have to admit that ‘fishing and bathing, boating, fishing, to the play
McLAIN
hunting is just like it used to he' ing of tourist games such as shuffle
hoard, tennis, golf, roque, lawn
when they were boys.”
SHOE
STORE
•
The new tuiniform consists of a howling, archery, horse hack riding,
dark oxford grey tunic, black Sam trap shooting, bridge. 500. chess,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Browne belt, grey breeches or checkers, dominoes and quoits.
At The Brook
Most of the Rockland tourists who
trousers, (optional), grey flannel
36Ttf
shirt and 1 lack string tie and Persh- 1 visited ,here during the winter have
ing tyle military cap. The material returned home, hut not before most
•R««. U.S.Pat. Off.
is a heavy wool and the style is simi of them have made reservations and
lar to uniforms of the State Highway other arrangements for their return
Police. Butons are dark metal with here in the fall. In many instances, Johnson. 19 Ocean street; Jessie L.
the State seal imprinted. The war the visitors are planning to bring It. Johnson. 19 Ocean street; E. E.
den's badge will be worn in front of their children in the autumn to at Rankin, 693 Main street; Jlohn <?.
cap. Boots, shoes or puttees may be tend private and public open air Sanson); Mrs. Katherine Studley,
schools in tho Sunshind City.
worn.
Owl's Head Star Route; Dwight M.
Included among the Rockland Virgin, 15 Pleasant street; and Mrs.
“The next change contemplated in
the warden service,” says Mr. Stobie winter visitors here during the sea Charlotte Whittier, 57 Grace street
“is a slight increqse in salaries and son were W. F. Bishop: Mr. and Mrs. (since deceased).
the prohibiting of jfhrdens from tak Fred (’. J)yer. 47 Park street; Mr.
ing court costs resulting from con and Mrs. E. F. Glover. 2 Claremont
One cannot make people Christian
victions obtained by them. It will street; Mrs. Ella P. Grimes; H. A. by formulating rules.—Rev. Paul A.
probably take an act of legislation to Howard. 70 Cedar street; C. E. Dickie.
accomplish this restriction. But I
believe it should he done. It is my
desire that the public look upon the
warden more as a friend of the
sportsman
than an enforcement
officer.’’

W. H. Gannett, retired Augusta . resenting Cobbosseecontee; Walter
publisher and widely known air DeCoster Moore, Jr., Fred F. Boyce
traveler has been elected honorary and Herman Burgi. Jr., representing
chairman of the Maine regatta cir- ' Portland: and A. L. Anderson, Eu
cuit. Mr. Gannett is a motor boating 1 gene Rich and Oliver Mayhew, rep
fan as well as an aviation enthusiast resenting Camden, comprise the joint
and is a member of the Cobbosseecon racing committee which will decide
these questions. Arrangements will
tee regatta committee.
Representatives of the Portland. also be made to have the same Ameri
Cobbosseecontee and Camden regatta . can Power Boat Association officials
committees were present at the meet- ' in charge of the racing throughout
ing. at which plans were crystallized the circuit, these officials to be assist
for making the Maine circuit practi ed by representatives of the local
cally one five-day regatta insofar as committees.
Announcement was made at this
outboard events are concerned.
It ifras agreed to have the same meeting of the beautiful sterling
schedule of outboard events through silver shield donated by Guy P. Gan
out the circuit, these to include races nett, to be awarded to the amateur
in all four classes in the three di outboard driver scoring the highest
visions. It is believed that this ar number of points in outboard events
rangement will be appreciated by in the three regattas.
Members of the committees report
visiting drivers inasmuch as they may
bring their racing outfits to Maine ed a great deal of enthusiasm among
The nation is so organized now that
with the assurance that there will outboard drivers in different sections
if you miss an evening of Amos 'n'
•
f
New
England;
indicating,
it
is
be

be classes in which they may race at
Andy, you hear most of it anyway
each of the three places in the Maine lieved. a record attendance of driv
in the course of the next 24 hours.—
ers in Maine this summer.
circuit.
far as is known, Maine is the Detroit News.
The racing committees of the three
regattas will meet again in the near pioneer in the co-ordination of
There are baseball fans who won't
future to formulate racing rules that regatta dates and outboard events
be satisfied that Babe Ruth is earning
will be uniform in the three plan * which makes it possible for drivers
and to decide upon prizes and cash to compete in several regattas in the that $80,004) salary until he bits one to
awards for the outboard events. It same section in a period covering two tlie new planet.—New York Evening
was estimated that the total prize weekends. Maine, through its ar Post.
list. Including special trophies, will rangement of dates, affords five days
Your rug |.roblems can oe sett ed
approximate <5000. Harris Woodman I of racing within a nine-day period, with satisfaction guaranteed by call
Lee Webber and Henry Ottman rep from July 18 to 26, inclusive.
ing The People’s Laundry, Umerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly, likt
, GOLD MDEAL FLOUR
TWENTY DIVORCES
new
124-tf )

Famous Product Has Inter- Record List For Neighboring
esting Historical Back- County—Only Two Cases
ground
Reach Jury
Fifty years ago the flour mining
Twenty divorces were granted in
industry, hitherto a semi-rural trade, Lincoln County Superior Court at the
was just beginning to realize that it term which closed last Thursday—
was about to be revolutionized me this being a Record for the neighbor
chanically and its 25,000 more or less, ing county. Among the decrees were:
individual members were much ex
Gertrude A. Jenkins from William
cited over the new machines and new •H. Jenkins of Waldoboro. Custody of
processes being introduced in the four minor children granted to Mrs.
making of flour. For hundreds or Jenkins.
Mr. Jenkins sought a
years the method of grinding wiiaat divorce in a cross libel which was
into flour had remained practical,y refused.
the same; n simple and slow process
Gladys L. Alley of Waldoboro from
of crushing the grain between the Ernest Alley of South Bristol for
upper and lower millstones.
cruel and abusive treatment.
First there had come a machine
Leon L. iBenner from Bessie Ben
called the middlings purifier, which ner. of Waldoboro, for cruel and
had greatly improved the appearance abusive treatment.
and quality of the flour by removing
George B. Atkinson of N< blehoro
from it the dirt, specks and flinty from Rose E. Atkinson of Waldoboro,
particles that had formerly been in for cruej and ahusie treatment.
separable from the wheat berry. This
James A. Waltz of Waldoboro from
device opened the markets of the Annie C. iWaltz of Waldoboro, for
world to flour made from Spring cruel and abusive treatment.
wheat, hitherto handicapped by its
Ira E. Achorn of Monhegan from
for cruel and abusive treatment.
Mary H. Achorn of Waldoboro, for
• • • •
«* cruel and abusive treatment.
Next came the introduction of
Teresa T Orff of Waldoboro, from
steel, or porcelain, rolls, used as a Harold F. Orff, also of Waldoboro, for
grinding surface instead of the mill desertion.
stones, which had performed the same
Na«' mi E. Galeucia of Waldoboro,
work from time immemorial. This from Leonard A. Galeucia of Lynn,
invention working far more rapidly Mass., for cruel and abusive treat
than the slow moving millstones, ment.
made it possible to speed up the op
Grace A. Whittier of Jefferson, from
eration of flour making and brought Wilbert S. iWhittler, also of Jeffer
about a great increase in the daily son, for intoxication.
• • ♦ •
capacity of the (individual plant.
Together these two innovations, the
During the term only two cases
purifier and the roller-mill, with a were heard by the Jury Both were
number of subsidiary new machines, appeals from the allowance of wills
constituted a complete revolution in by probate.
the method of flour making which,
In the appeal from fthe decree df the
before it had spent its force, wiped Judge of Probate, allowing the will < f
out of being the vast majority of ex Isabella Nickerson, late of. Boothhay
isting flour mills, destroyed the grist Harbor, the jury sustained the find
mill era, and developed that of the ing of the Judge of Probate and
great merchant mill of enormous allowed the will.
daily capacity.
The other will case heard by the
So great was the interest, both nt jury was the appeal from the allow
home and abroad, In the new ma ance of the will of John E. Leonard
chines and methods being advocated of Whitefield. By this will the tes
and introduced , that, under the tator gave the hulk of his estate to
auspices of the Millers’ National As Mrs. Gertrude Hall, a nurse, of
sociation. a ‘‘Millers’ ttiternfitional Winthrop, to the exclusion of hi«
Exposition” was held in Cincinnati. sister. The jury returned a verdict
Ohio, during the entire month of that there was undue influence and
June, 1880. At this were shown not disallowed the will.
only the largest display in the world
up to that time, of automatic cut
COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
off engines, but seven complete flour
mills in operation and over a thou
(By Alma Glldden)
sand different machines in motion.
• • • •
President and Mrs. Johnson enter
This exhibition had offered awards tained the senior class and the
of a gold, silver and bronze medal for faculty at an informal reception at
the best flour shown and among oth their home on College Avenue, Sun
ers who entered into competition were day, May 11.
• * • *
Washburn Crosby and Company, of
Colby women are showing great in
Minneapolis, who were just complet
ing what was then pronounced the terest in tennis and soccer. Interlargest, most complete and most class games will ho held.
• ♦ * •
modern flour mill in America. They
Norman D. Palmer. ’30, of Hinckley
exhibited three brands of flour. On
June 8, 1880, the gold, silver and represented Colby at the oratorical
bronze medals were all awarded to contest of the Intercollegiate Peace
Washburn Crosby and Company’s Association held in Orono, May 8.*
• * * *
flour.
Marguerite deRochem nt. ’33, of
As a Iresult of this unique contest
the “Gold Medal” 'brand of flour came Rockland, was recently initiated into
into being and has ever since been Chi Gamma Theta. Sophomore Social
in demand, fit is for this reason that Society.
♦ • • •
General Mills, Inc., of which Wash
The Coburn prize speaking contest I
burn Crosby Company is an integral
part, is emphasizing during the month will 'be held May 22. Seven women
of pJune 1930, the fiftieth anniversary will participate in this contest which
of the birth of this famous brand.— is open to all members of the women’s
division.
Prizes aggregating $100,
adv.
the gift of Louise Helen Coburn, of
The wise modern housewife, shares the class of 1877, are awarded to the
her burdens and lets The People's best speakers in the contest.
• • • *
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
Marion L. Richardson. ’32, of Rock
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
land, is to speak in the Coburn prize
service prompt, the work excellent.
speaking contest.
124-tf

The Pick of the Orient

SALADA'
TEA

“Fresh from the Gardens”

In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

799

The most critical eyes
admire her Lovely Skin
Corinne Griffith,
like 9 out of 10 other stars,

uses Lux Toilet Soap

•::•

“ /\ SCREEN STAR must pass the most

XX merciless test. But the owner of a skin
which can pass the close-up test has the sup
port of an immense adoring public.”
So says William A. Seiter, prominent First
National director, summing up what 45 lead
ing Hollywood directors have found out from
their experience with motion pictures.
“The great close-up lights find out even the
slightest flaw in the skin,” he goes on to say.
“No beauty is more important to a girl than
alluring smooth skin.”
It is because alluringly smooth skin is
so vital for success on the screen that
of the 521 important actresses in
Hollywood, including all stars, 511
are simply devoted to Lux Toilet Soap.
And all the great film studios have made it
the official soap for their dressing rooms.
The Broadway stage stars are equally
enthusiastic about this soap, so daintily
fragrant and white. And now, too, the
screen stars of the European capitals
have adopted Lux Toilet Soap! To keep
their skin as faultlessly smooth as the
American stars keep theirs.
You will love the way it keeps your
skin silken-smooth! And such generous
lather as it gives, even in very hard
water. Order several cakes of Lux
Toilet Soap—today.

Uboto by D B. Kayw. Bollywood

CORINNE GRIFFITH, First National’s charmingly
beautiful star, says: “The thing I like best about Lux
Toilet Soap is the wonderful smoothness of my skin after it!”

First Sweeping Hollywood—then Broad

7109

way—and now the European Capitals

The terrific glare from the huge incandes
cent lights used for the close-up finds
Corinne Griffith’s fair skin beautifully
smooth, without a single flaw.

